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Little Athletics Australia and Athletics Australia Acknowledgment of Country
We would like to acknowledge the traditional custodians of the lands on which we 
walk, run, jump, throw and roll. We pay our deepest respects to elders, past, present 
and emerging. We are committed to a positive future for all Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander communities and acknowledge the important contribution that Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander peoples make in creating a strong and vibrant Australian society.
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Disclaimer 

The information prepared within this report is based on best available 

at time of publication. This is not a legal document. This document 

exists in its capacity to assist member associations in  

forming a judgment on the forthcoming vote.
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Little Athletics Australia and 
Athletics Australia joint message
The Australian Athletics vision is for a single national organisation 
that is a partnership of equals, combining to represent the interests 
of all our participants and members, while better engaging and 
embracing all who run, walk, roll, throw and jump.

The unification of Little Athletics Australia (LAA) and Athletics 
Australia (AA) into one new national body is designed to provide 
a clear and logical pathway for athletes, coaches and officials 
through their life in the sport. The foundation sport. National 
and global. The number 1 Olympic, Paralympic Games and 
Commonwealth Games sport. So integral to the rich history of our 
grand sporting nation.

So, why now?

Globally, athletics faces an uncertain future - even without the 
headwinds whipped up by Covid-19. Participation and viewer 
numbers have historically declined, necessitating tough and often 
unpopular decisions. Change is often difficult. It is also necessary if 
athletics’ full potential is to be reached.

We need to act to maintain and build the participation pool, 
especially among teens, and do our part to improve the health of 
the population and the quality of life in communities all over the 
country. Relevance relies on constantly evolving. Only together can 
we realise our goal of athletics becoming the No.1 participation 
sport in Australia.

The shocking realities of a Covid world have added an extra layer of 
urgency and reinforced the rationale behind the need for a cohesive 
and collaborative plan for the future. More than ever, Australian 
athletics needs the power of a united voice.

As we seek to become a more relevant and efficient organisation, 
the current structure is adding to our degree of difficulty. A sport 
divided at the national level is ill-equipped to excel.

Being led by a single organisation with one Board of equal 
representation and a single purpose will deliver organisational 
efficiencies and a more streamlined operation, with less duplication 
of resources, elimination of competing services, plus increased 
commercial and growth opportunities. Simplifying the member 
pathway will remove the confusion of overlapping yet often 
inconsistent products.

We will not just preserve the rights of all members of Athletics 
Australia and Little Athletics Australia, and the intrinsic identities 
of both; we are committed to improving the experience for all. 
Athletes. Volunteers. Coaches. Officials. Parents. Fans.

What is a sport for life for so many of our participants and members 
needs to offer a more seamless, logical and practical lifelong 

journey from Little Athletics to juniors, youth, seniors and masters.

Yet this is not just about the high-performance level, and 
unearthing the next Cathy Freeman or Peter Bol, for achievement 
comes in many forms. Staying healthy and active. Building 
friendships and a sense of community. Developing teamwork, 
leadership, resilience.

Since being founded as a stand-alone junior organisation in 1964 
from the vision held by Trevor Billingham BEM, LAA has been 
proudly independent. There is no threat to the name or identity of 
this iconic Australian sporting brand whose focus on the child-
athlete, mission and ethos will endure. That is our guarantee.

The Australian Athletics umbrella is big enough to cover every 
member of our family, as we build on our strengths and minimise 
the fragmentation and divisions holding us back from fulfilling our 
potential.

This marriage of equals will reinvigorate a sport facing challenges 
from both inside and out. The existing disconnect between the 
junior and senior arms of our sport serves only our rivals for the 
nation’s sporting talent at a time when physical activity levels are 
dropping, alternatives are rising, and competition has never been 
more intense.

As much as we are encouraging the states and territories to follow 
our lead, Australian Athletics is a national initiative. Regardless 
of the outcome, our commitment to the unified model - with 
the full support of Sport Australia and recognition from World 
Athletics, Australian Olympic Committee, Paralympics Australia, 
Commonwealth Games Australia and others - will continue for as 
long as it is in the best interests of the sport.

And, most importantly, of athletics as a whole. The case is 
compelling; the vision for a united sport that represents and 
connects to a much larger, diverse, and inclusive community  
is clear.
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Executive Summary –  
Shaping the Future of Athletics
Athletics in Australia has come a long way in recent years, but there 
is much more to do.  Our generation of leaders, as custodians of 
the sport at this important historical juncture, have an opportunity 
to set the sport on a trajectory that will free it from the bonds of 
division and help it reach its full potential. Only a unified sport can 
compete on a level-playing-field basis with other Australian sports.  
Athletics, its participants, and fans alike, deserve nothing less.

The Boards of Coles Little Athletics Australia (LAA) and Athletics 
Australia (AA) are delighted to present to you the Business Case 
for the unification of the national bodies. This is one of the 
most exciting and significant periods in the history of the sport 
of athletics in Australia.  The decision facing voting Member 
Associations (MAs) should not be reached lightly.  LAA and AA are 
mindful of and respect the past and are aware of the challenges 
that we will face going forward, but we should not allow nostalgia or 
fear to drive our decisions or thinking.  Change can be difficult, but 
it is also necessary to stimulate growth and compete.  And while 
unification brings immense benefits and opportunities, we must 
all acknowledge that it will not be the panacea for all of our sport’s 
challenges. 

Unification: A Member Driven Movement
The proposal to unite the national bodies and form a new National 
Sporting Organisation was inspired by the pioneering work of State 
and Territory MAs that cast aside historical differences and came 
together to embrace opportunity. We recognise the leadership 
of these MAs in setting the foundation for national unification, 
acknowledging that progress across the country will vary according 
to specific circumstances.

Nevertheless, as MAs emerged into a new era of cooperation, it 
became apparent that only so much progress could be made before 
duplication, inefficiency, and lack of coordination at the national 
level, would thwart progress.

Even before this, LAA and AA had agreed to take the next logical 
step in the One Sport journey to propose the creation of one 
national body, representing the interests of the entire sport, from 
cradle to grave.  Everything our community has done at centre 
and club level, in State and Territory Member Associations, and 
even nationally, reaches a natural culmination or end-state at a 
unified sport.  Did the national bodies consider intermediate steps, 
compromised models, half measures? Absolutely, but if there is 
one thing that’s equally true in business and in nature, it’s that 
inefficiencies, disconnects and misalignment will be exposed and 
then ruthlessly exploited targeted by competition.  The emergence 
of competing products has exposed structural flaws in our sport.  

Rather than continue to ignore the problem of division and pass the 
buck to future generations, LAA and AA have chosen to confront the 
elephant in the room.  We propose action.

The staff at LAA and AA have worked diligently across broad areas 
of operations since the September 2019 announcement of the 
OneAthletics project.  They have focused on areas of operation that 
might benefit from future alignment and co-operation under the 
proposed unification, including communications, competitions, 
pathways, and insurance.  We have been inspired by our people who 
are already living the values of Australian Athletics in their day-to-
day work, and while we continue to identify opportunities for our 
staff to collaborate across our shared interests, it is apparent that 
cooperation can only get us so far.  Accessing the opportunities 
that are now tantalisingly close to realisation, can only come when 
the structural divisions are addressed through unification.

Australian Athletics is Ready
The State and Territory MAs have justifiably implored the national 
bodies to apply the necessary level of diligence before presenting 
a Business Case for their consideration.  Without trivialising 
the fiduciary duty of each Board to act in the interests of their 
respective organisations, the gravity of the decision before all of 
us demands nothing less.  Now, after significant consultation and 
almost two years of work, the Business Case that supports the 
national unification and formation of Australian Athletics is ready.

Since December of 2019, the OneAthletics Governance Committee 
and Project Team have conducted regular face-to-face or virtual 
engagements with LAA and AA MAs and interested stakeholders.  
We have engaged the broader athletics community in town-halls to 
provide more detailed updates of how athletics would work under a 
unified model.  We revealed a new brand, conceptual organisational 
structures, an aligned pathway and product suite, a strategic 
framework, draft Constitutions, and draft financial models.  We 
have appointed experts to provide advice and guidance on finance, 
brand, engagement, and legal matters. MAs, the subject matter 
experts in the states and territories, have contributed with diligence 
and in good faith to working parties that have shaped the new 
entity.  Sport Australia has been an active supporter in the process, 
providing advice and resourcing on governance, stakeholder affairs 
and legal.

This Business Case has been developed using the detailed and 
clear feedback from the leaders and key organisations across 
the sport. Crucially, it provides MAs with the information needed 
to make a decision on Australian Athletics at the Special General 
Meetings of LAA and AA.  
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The Business Case sets out the activities required by the new 
organisation to transition and amplify efforts, the assurances to 
MAs of how the sport will support them and the crucial governance 
arrangements to guide the sport moving forward.  Most importantly, 
and through independent strategic, governance, risk and financial 
analysis, the Business Case for Australian Athletics articulates the 
benefits of unification.

Just as importantly though, we must be cognisant of what this 
Business Case is not.  As stated up front, this Business Case is 
not the panacea for all of our sport’s challenges. We do not claim 
to have all the answers today. Much of the detailed work can only 
commence once the national bodies come together under the 
leadership of an industry-leading CEO who will be appointed by 
the new Board at the conclusion of a global search for the best 
candidate. The proponents of unifying the sport request that 
members accept in good faith the commitments made herein 
and hold us to account.  In return, we ask that members and 
stakeholders embrace the new era of cooperation with optimism 
and in the spirit of partnership, to address the important work that 
is to come.

Conclusion
The boards of Coles Little Athletics Australia and Athletics Australia, 
commend this Business Case to you. We are confident that the 
sport is ready to take the bold step of uniting to protect our shared 
interests from the external threats of competing ‘cradle-to-grave’ 
sports and other pastimes.  We look forward to partnering with 
you, in good faith and with shared optimism for the future, to bring 
Australian Athletics to life so it can take its rightful place at the 
front of the pack.

The vision of 
OneAthletics is 

to unite the sport 
under a new 

national sporting 
organisation 

transforming 
athletics into 

the biggest 
participation sport 

in the country, 
with a clear and 

logical pathway for 
athletes, coaches, 

and officials 
throughout their 

life in the sport.
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The Case for Change
Why the sport needs to form a new  
National Body
• To create lifelong opportunities for participants

• To create a collaborative model that improves communication 
and understanding at all levels of our sport

• To improve support, for volunteers, coaches, officials, and 
administrators

• To respond to historically declining participation numbers 1

• To protect our sport against the impacts from threats like the 
Covid-19 pandemic

• A sport divided at the national level is ill-equipped to assist MAs 
to succeed

• To better support MAs by offering safeguards against integrity 
threats

What benefits can only be realised through 
unification of the National Bodies?
• One connected digital ecosystem

• A product portfolio that delivers at every life stage

• A more influential, unified voice increasing the visibility, reach 
and impact of the sport

• Investment from Sport Australia for development of new 
products

• A saving to both MAs and Australian Athletics through a single 
insurance program

• Reinvesting savings from efficiencies across the new business 
model to increase capacity and better serve MAs

• A National Charter that codifies roles and responsibilities of the 
NSO and the MAs

• Eliminating duplication and confusion by unifying the shared 
interests of LAA and AA

1   Participation data for athletics have been analysed using published data from  
Little Athletics Australia (LAA) and Athletics Australia (AA), captured from the respective annual reports.

What are the opportunities for Australian 
Athletics?
• Increase recruitment, retention, and education of coaches, 

officials, and volunteers

• Increased access to investment from corporate and government

• Establishment of a national facilities plan

• Little Athletics as the only program delivered across the school 
system

• Development of a whole of sport strategy, including Masters 
Athletics

• Position athletics as an employer of choice in the Australian 
sports industry

• Lead sport in the delivery of outcomes in diversity and inclusion

How will success be measured?
The success of Australian Athletics will be measured on its ability 
to collaborate with the MAs and provide a stable platform so that 
athletics can be delivered with impact at the grassroots. This can 
be distilled down to:

• Participation growth of athletics across Little Athletics and 
senior athletics

• Australian Athletics, MAs and key stakeholders working together 
to achieve shared goals

• Sustainable financial management of the national body with 
investment into the community

• Increased government and philanthropic investment in the sport

• Upskilling of volunteer coaches and officials across the sport

• A workforce with a culture of serving the sport and responding to 
the needs of the MAs
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Athletics Delivery System
With these proposed changes, it will be important that the strengths of the sport are maintained. The table below demonstrates how the 
delivery of athletics will be undertaken across the athletics system.  

Athletics Delivery System

National Body • Setting of policy and regulations

• Creation of education content for volunteer, coach, and official training

• Administration of the e-learning platform 

• Run national events

• Administration of Insurance Program

• Work with the federal government agencies

• Selection of national teams

Little Athletics Senior Athletics Unified

Member 
Associations

• Implement policy and 
regulations

• Represent Little Athletics at 
national meetings

• Run state level Little Athletics 
events

• Conduct volunteer, coach, and 
officials training

• Assist Community centres with 
insurance processing

• Work with State Government 
agencies

• Implement policy and 
regulations

• Represent Senior Athletics at 
national meetings

• Run state level Senior Athletics 
events

• Conduct Volunteer, coach, and 
officials training

• Assist Community Clubs with 
insurance processing

• Work with State Government 
agencies

• Implement policy and 
regulations

• Represent Little and Senior 
Athletics at national meetings

• Run state level Little and Senior 
Athletics events

• Conduct Volunteer, coach, and 
officials training 

• Assist Community Clubs 
and centres with insurance 
processing

• Work with State Government 
agencies

Little Athletics Senior Athletics Unified

Community 
Clubs and 
Centres

• Deliver Little Athletics u6-u13

• Deliver Youth Athletics u14-u17

• Administration of their centre

• Setting of centre rules and 
policy

• Grassroots recruitment of 
volunteers, coaches, and 
officials

• Select Teams and endorse 
athletes for State Competition

• Working with Local Council 
agencies

• Deliver Junior Athletics u14-u19

• Deliver Senior Athletics u20+

• Administration of their club

• Setting of club and centre rules 
and policy

• Grassroots recruitment of 
volunteers, coaches, and 
officials 

• Select Teams and endorse 
athletes for State Competition 

• Working with Local Council 
agencies

• Deliver Little Athletics u6-u13

• Deliver Youth Athletics u14-u17

• Deliver Junior Athletics u14-u19

• Deliver Senior Athletics u20+

• Administration of their club

• Setting of club rules and policy

• Grassroots recruitment of 
volunteers, coaches, and 
officials 

• Select Teams and endorse 
athletes for State Competition 

• Working with Local Council 
agencies

Community 
Groups

• Administration of local running group

• Administration of insurance and registration
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The Business Case
The Business Case is structured to provide three key areas for 
consideration: 

1.  The business of athletics: includes key information on 
governance, assurances, strategy and the financial case.

2.  The roadmap to success: key context to how Australian 
Athletics will tackle challenges of the sport like digital 
transformation, product development and sport delivery.

3.  The transition of business: provides oversight on how the sport 
will identify risks and manage the transition to ensure as little 
impact as possible on the progress of athletics during this 
period of change. 

1. The business of athletics
Unification assurances
Assurances are provided to give confidence to the MAs that their 
expectations for solutions or action in the areas most critical to 
the success of the sport will be appropriately addressed. Critically, 
these assurances will not impact negatively on other parties. Their 
application will be as equitable as possible and must strengthen 
the position of a united sport. They will provide MAs with the 
confidence to commit to the unification. 

Governance
The respective Boards of LAA and AA have made a firm 
commitment to robust governance and to complying with Sport 
Australia’s Governance Standards. The composition of the unified 
Board involves equal representation from both organisations, 
a diversity of skills, perspectives and backgrounds, and gender 
balance. In line with the standards a number of the Board Directors 
will be elected by the members with 40% of the Directors appointed 
by the Board.

The Board will delegate work to committees to address complex 
or specialised issues more effectively and use Directors’ time 
more appropriately. Committees include Audit,Finance and Risk, 
Nominations, Ethics and Integrity and People and Culture as well as 
a range of special project committees and advisory groups.

Constitution summary
The two most important governance documents are the Australian 
Athletics’ Constitution and the legislation under which the 
organisation is incorporated. Australian Athletics will be a Company 
Limited by Guarantee. The Constitution is being developed in 
partnership with the MAs to ensure that the powers of the national 
body and rights of the members are agreed and that the document 
reflects the intent of the new organisation to be future focused 
and enabled to lead the sport. The members will vote to adopt the 
Constitution at the meeting to decide on the unification of the sport.

Australian Athletics Strategy 2022-2025
The Australian Athletics Strategy 2022-2025 clearly outlines the 
focus of the organisation and will align the Board, management, 
and MAs around the most critical things to do in the first 12 to 18 
months of operation. An assurance has been provided that this 
strategy will be reviewed within eighteen months and that the sport 
will conduct a comprehensive strategic planning process with full 
engagement of all stakeholders at every level to deliver a longer-
term strategy to 2032. This will deliver the best possible outcome 
for the sport long term. 

This strategy has been developed to support the transition and 
details how the sport will extract maximum benefits from the 
effort. The new Board has accountability for ensuring the goals and 
objectives of the unification are measured, tracked, and met and 
not forgotten or de-prioritised when business as usual pressures 
come to bear. Management must be held accountable to complete 
the transition not simply carrying out an aggregate of current LAA 
and AA work. 

Athletics needs to deliver on core business - participation, high 
performance, and the development of coaches and officials - while 
implementing strategies that move the sport forward. It is not just 
a matter of doing things better, it’s about doing things differently. 
Australian Athletics must be an agile organisation that embraces 
digital transformation, a flexible workplace, new delivery systems 
and virtual connections. 

The new organisation must focus on the things that will allow the 
sport to maximise and strengthen its position for growth. 

Financial model
KPMG was engaged to provide an independent assessment of  
the financial health of the unified organisation. KPMG developed  
the financial model using information and data provided by LAA 
and AA. 

They have confirmed that the unified organisation will be financially 
viable and sustainable and will have access to a modest fund for 
investment into new activities gained from the initial unification. 
Their report has been provided and is included in the Business Case. 

Implementation agreement
The unification process has involved a substantial amount of due 
diligence by both organisations before they commit to establishing 
Australian Athletics to transfer assets and liabilities of LAA and AA 
to the new entity. 

This has involved the process of gathering information about the 
other party to ensure each party is informed prior to making the 
decision to sign the transfer of business deed and complete the 
unification.  
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After: 1 YEAR 2 YEARS 4 YEARS

Australian 
Athletics

• Best practice governance in place

• Roles and responsibilities charter with 
MAs

• Freed up finances re-invested

• New deals under National Commercial 
Agreement

• Design of product suite to address 
identified needs

• Commencement of Digital User 
Experience Design project

• Implementation of National Events 
Program

• Commence Athletics Digital Ecosystem

• Engage with brand partner investing in 
pathway

• New business model embedded

• Launch full National Event Program

• Launch full scale LA awareness 
campaign

• Launch of full Club Development 
Platform

• Access to Federal Government 
programs

• Full integration of Masters Athletics

• Full rollout of Athletics Digital 
ecosystem

• Education platform

• Registration platform

• Competition platform

• Broadcast platform

• Commerce platform

• Major brand deal leading into 2032

• 3rd party broadcast talks under way

Member 
Associations

• Savings from single insurance program

• National Commercial Agreement (NCA)
in place

• National registration campaign roll out

• Education platform for Coaching and 
Officiating

• Launch of LA Schools Program

• One Age Groups and Standards policy

• Access to full National Events Program 
linked to State and Regional Programs

• Initial digital platform driving local data

• Receive investment from brand deals 
through the NCA

• Drive the National Facilities Program in 
the community

• Drive Club Development platform with 
members

• Established suite of Competition Events 

• LA and youth athletics in Schools 
delivered by MA and Community

• Continued digital transformation at the 
MA level

• NCA investment for MA towards 2032

• Roll out of investments in community 
from the National Facilities Program

Community 
Centres and 

Clubs

• No change to delivery of athletics in 
your community

• Opt-in to new product pilots

• See greater exposure of athletics

• One Insurance program

• Access to the connected Coach and 
Officials Education Program

• No change to delivery of athletics in 
your community 

• Access to new product options where 
needed

• One registration platform for all 
participants

• Access to the National Facilities 
Program

• No change to delivery of athletics in 
your community 

• One Coach/Official/Volunteer education 
platform

• One product suite accessible for  
LA-Teens-Seniors

• One pathway for talented athletes 
starting in LA

Participation  
declining

Arrest decline Incremental growth Sustainable growth

Both boards need to be confident that the proposed unification 
is in the best interest of their MA and the sport and there are no 
surprises or risks they were not aware of.

A draft transfer of business deed will be prepared by legal advisers 
to address the assignment of assets and liabilities including 
intellectual property, brands, contracts and property rights to 
Australian Athletics. The deed will also deal with the transfer of 
staff and their entitlements.

2. The roadmap to success
Roadmaps
The culmination of consultations with a broad range of stakeholders 
from across athletics and the industry has resulted in the 
development of a series of identified treatments for the sport 
to pursue commercial growth, product development, digital 
transformation, marketing and communications, national events, 
age groups and specifications, and sports integrity.  These 
roadmaps provide an insight into how the sport will work to address 

many of the challenges it faces in attempting to extract the 
maximum benefits from unification of the sport. 

3. The transition of business
The final section of the Business Case covers the work undertaken 
to ensure the due diligence process and risk management plans 
are ready to go. With any change process there is always significant 
disruption. We have learnt from speaking to other organisations 
who have been through similar change that early preparation 
and good planning will mitigate against many of the known risks. 
Australian Athletics in collaboration with the MAs will be able to 
use the plans included in this Business Case to guide its decision 
making through the first 12-18 months of transition.

Impact of unification on the Athletics
The contents of this Business Case outline activities which will 
positively impact on athletics. A table has been included which 
highlights some of the key impacts and where they create positive 
change.

Impact of unification on the athletics system
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Australian Athletics 
Unification Assurances
On the formation of Australian Athletics, the sports’ most 
significant stakeholders, MA, require a set of assurances that 
enable them to plan and conduct their business with a clear 
understanding of expectations.

Australian Athletics will be the national body for athletics 
representing at least 14 MA, more than 120,000 registered 
participants, around 2.5 million recreational and school program 
participants, and connections with entities such as Australian Track 
and Field Coaches Association, School Sport Australia, and Masters 
Athletics Australia.

We recognise the new organisation must accommodate all MA, 
large and small, and regardless of the extent of their relationship 
with their Little Athletics or Senior Athletics counterpart.

To realise positive change, athletics needs to make several core 
changes to the way it operates. The Boards of LAA and AA and the 
future Board of Australian Athletics are focused on providing a set 
of assurances that will enable all parts of the sport to plan and 
operate through a period of change.

These assurances have been provided by LAA and AA for the 
commencement of Australian Athletics and have been identified 
based on the following principles.

1. Assurances must not negatively impact other parties,

2. Their application must be as equitable as possible,

3. Assurances must strengthen the position of a united sport, and

4.  Assurances must provide MAs with confidence in making a 
commitment to the unification between the two organisations. 

The Australian Athletics Board and Senior Leadership Team will 
report against these Assurances each quarter for the first two years 
of operation with the purpose of ensuring the MAs and stakeholders 
have a transparent understanding of progress.

Unification Assurances: 
1.  Member Associations, clubs and centres will not be required 

to unify at the state and territory level: Australian Athletics will 
assist both unifying and continuing MAs to deliver athletics with 
full support from the national body without prejudice. 

2.   Upholding the role of the members in electing the Board:  
As the Board of Australian Athletics transitions from the end 
of year one an assurance is made to ensure the Nominations 
Committee recommend more than one candidate for each 
vacant position. In doing so the Committee will rank candidates 
based on the requirements of the vacant position.

3.  Increased engagement between the senior leadership teams 
of Australian Athletics and MA: The new national body will 
increase its engagement with MAs establishing sustainable  
and robust working partnerships upon commencement.  
The Board of Australian Athletics also commits to a minimum  
of 6	meetings	per	year	with the MAs to discuss critical 
decisions, report on performance and develop key strategic 
initiatives collaboratively. 

4.   Co-design of the Athletics in Australia 2023-2032 Strategic 
Plan: On establishment of the new board and senior executive 
team, Australian Athletics will work with the MAs to build a 
strategic plan to inform future direction and investment in the 
sport through Australian Athletics. This plan, including critical 
milestones, actionable strategies and performance measures, 
will be completed within the first	18	months of commencement 
of the new entity.

5.  The philosophy of Little Athletics will be embedded within 
Australian Athletics: In the same way, this philosophy 
is currently embedded in LAA through its articulation of 
constitutional objectives and the aligned policies and standards 
Australian Athletics will, on commencement, have these as core 
guiding principles of the new entity.

6.	 	The	Little	Athletics	model	remains	the	lead	junior	athletics	
program in Australia:  With more than 75,000 children 
participating, the Little Athletics model is central to the success 
of athletics. Australian Athletics will apply dedicated resources 
to impact on growth nationally of Little Athletics and supporting 
MAs to deliver this growth, including by making Little Athletics 
the product delivered in schools.

7.  Revenue in the form of capitation from the MAs to Australian 
Athletics	will	not	increase	in	the	first	36	months:	Work is being 
conducted to reduce the duplication for athletes who may 
be ‘dual registered’ to remove this requirement at a national 
level. During this period, all MAs will be engaged to co-design 
a sustainable investment model for the sport, considering 
commercial, alternative revenue sources and investment 
in innovation across the system. Within two years of the 
commencement, a sport participation investment model must 
be agreed to by Australian Athletics and the MA.

8.  Minimum of $2,000,000 per year invested into Little 
Athletics and youth athletics: With more than 80% of the total 
participation between the ages of 5-17yo, it is imperative to 
maintain and, where effective,increase investment to address 
critical barriers for participants to continue in the sport.

1. The Business of Athletics
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9.  Separation of insurance fees from capitation fees:  
An initial benefit of the unification is alignment and savings 
for participants, MAs and Australian Athletics in insurance 
costs. These savings cannot be fully realised until the new 
entity has commenced. However, there is an assurance 
that full transparency of the new insurance program will 
be published within	four	weeks of the commencement of 
Australian Athletics. In addition, a Joint Insurance Working 
Group consisting of MA, LAA and AA representatives has 
recommended the most optimal program available to the initial 
Board of Australian Athletics.

10.  Protection of MA sponsorship revenues: All current sponsorship 
arrangements at the MA level will remain in place. Within six 
months, Australian Athletics, in partnership with the MAs, will 
finalise the development of the Sport Commercial Agreement. 
This agreement will position all parties to the agreement to 
leverage interest from major brands to increase investment in 
athletics across all levels.

11.  Re-engagement and agreement on roles and responsibilities 
for the new entity: Within six months of the commencement, 
Australian Athletics will engage all MAs to conduct a full 
review identifying the commonalities and any new areas to be 
addressed in an Australian Athletics and MA National Charter.

12.  Achieve best practice in governance for Australian Athletics: 
To ensure the sports’ governing body has the best possible 
governance arrangements and behaviours, Australian Athletics 
will ensure compliance with Sport Australia Governance 
Principles within the first 12 months.

13.	 	Australian	Athletics	to	be	recognised	as	the	peak	body	for	
Athletics: Recognition will be secured, prior to the vote by 
World Athletics, Australian Olympic Committee, Paralympics 
Australia, Commonwealth Games Australia, Sport Integrity 
Australia, Australian Sports Commission.

14.	 	Bringing	other	stakeholders	to	Australian	Athletics:	Australian 
Athletics will engage with Australian Masters Athletics and other 
key stakeholders within 12 months. 
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Governance
It is important to remember that good governance is never static or 
fully achieved. As the leaders governing the sport, we have an ongoing 
opportunity to change, to transform and be better, but we need to be 
selfless, determined and focused on our purpose. These are attributes 
we expect in our elite athletes. They are also the attributes we see 
in our volunteers, grassroots participants, and supporters. (Sport 
Australia Sport Governance Principles, March 2020).

Board Composition and Committees
The most recent version of Sport Australia’s Sport Governance 
Principles was launched in March 2020.

The relevant principles adopted in the Australian Athletics proposed 
Board Nomination Terms of Reference are:

• Directors should have a diversity of skills, perspectives and 
backgrounds and a culture that values this diversity. 

• Board composition should also consider gender, age, and 
cultural and linguistic background as well as geographic 
location, independence from the sport and professional 
background.

• No gender accounts for more than 60% or less than 40% of the 
total number of Directors.

• The Board should elect its chair from among the Directors.

• A nominations process should be used to independently assess 
and review the skill and capability of the Board and identify the 
right Directors for any vacancies. 

• All Directors should be independent.

• The Board has more than 40% appointed Directors, but the 
majority are still elected. 

• The differences in size and capability across sporting 
organisations means there is no single formula for how a board 
should look. Each organisation should aim to have a board which 
reflects its needs and goals.

Australian Athletics Board Composition
Three current elected Directors from Athletics Australia
• Jan Swinhoe (proposed Chair), Jeff Cook and Jane Flemming

Three current elected Directors from Little Athletics Australia
• Colin Segota (proposed deputy Chair), Teresa Finlayson and 

Tracey May

Two (2) current appointed Directors from Athletics Australia
• Jill Davies and Brian Miller

Two (2) current appointed Directors from Little Athletics Australia
• Darren Black and Jayne Ferguson

This ensures that the Board composition complies with Sport 
Australia Governance Principles noting that there will be ten 
Directors not nine, which is the standard. Sport Australia has 

approved this variance as part of the transition period. There is 
equal representation from LAA and AA, and 40% of the Australian 
Athletics Board consists of Appointed Directors, again in 
compliance with the standard. The gender balance requirements 
are met, with 60% female and 40% male, and the continuity 
of existing LAA and AA Board members delivers stability and 
experience from the Board’s inception.

The following board transition process will ensure that at the end 
of the third year of existence all elected Directors will have been 
elected by the MAs and at the end of the second year all Appointed 
Directors may have been re-appointed by the Board.

At the end of Year 1 (October 2022), Year 2 (October 2023) and Year 
3 (October 2024) 

• One (1) elected director from Athletics Australia completes term 

• One (1) elected director from Little Athletics Australia completes 
term

• One (1) appointed director from Athletics Australia completes 
term

• One (1) appointed director from Little Athletics Australia 
completes term

Additional Notes
1.  Elected Directors may renominate if they have not exceeded the 

limit of 3 terms.

2.  Appointed Directors may be re-appointed by the Board if they 
have not exceeded the limit of 3 terms.

3.  The terms of all Directors in the three-year period will have been 
completed. They may renominate if they have not reached a 
maximum number of years’ service inclusive of service on LAA 
and AA Boards. 

4.  A rotation system where no more than two elected Directors will 
complete their term in any year.

Nominations Committee
A Nominations Committee was established to determine the 
initial appointment of Directors to the Australian Athletics Board. 
The committee included an independent Chair and one nominee 
from each of LAA and AA who are either ineligible to stand for 
appointment to Australian Athletics or have declared their intent not 
to stand and one representative from each of LAA and AA MAs.

The new Board once established will establish a Nominations 
Committee as a matter of business for that Board.

The Nominations Committee under Australian Athletics will be 
charged with the role of assessing all Directors nominated to 
the Board considering the appropriate mix of skills and diversity 

1. The Business of Athletics
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as determined by the Sport Australia Governance Principles 
and recommending candidates within the parameters of the 
constitution and the Board Nominations committee Terms of 
Reference.

Board Committees 
The Australian Athletics Board will delegate work to committees, 
through a term of reference, to deal with complex or specialised 
issues more effectively and to use Directors’ time more efficiently. 
Committees allow:

• Directors to deepen their knowledge of the organisation

• Directors to become more actively engaged and use their 
experience

• The MAs to see that the Board is taking issues seriously

• For succession planning for both appointed and elected 
Directors

• Access to external specialised expertise and to increase 
diversity 

The Committees should, where required, co-opt content 
experts from both within the athletics community, independent 
organisations and stakeholders to support the work of the Directors 
formally appointed to the Committees.

The Australian Athletics Board needs to decide for itself which 
committees will add most value to the organisation and whether 
committees are standing, short term project or advisory. The 
following committees are proposed for Australian Athletics post-
unification. It is proposed each committee or group (regardless of 
its nature) reports formally to the Australian Athletics Board. 

Standing Committees (4)

Audit, Finance and Risk Committee Provides a crucial role to assist Board deliberations on all matters pertaining to audit, 
finance and risk in accordance with an annual work plan

Board Nominations Committee Standing committee that meets as required (ad hoc) to oversee Australian Athletics 
Board appointments and consider succession and diversity as a priority

People and Culture Committee Considers broader people and culture issues 

Ethics and Integrity Committee Deals with a range of ethics and integrity matters at arm’s length from the management 
team

Special Project Committees (defined term, maximum one year) (3)

Australian Athletics Reconciliation Committee Established as a result of the Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP) to oversee implementation 
of the RAP

Australian Athletics Commercial Committee To advise the Board and support management on the optimal packaging and marketing 
of the combined assets of LAA and AA (potentially including additional entities RunWest 
and World Athletics Cross Country Bathurst 2021)

Advisory Groups (4)

Coaching and High Performance Advisory Group Advises the Board and supports management on all matters pertaining to coaching and 
high performance

Growth and Participation Advisory Group Advises the Board and supports management, with an emphasis on Little Athletics, on all 
matters pertaining to growth, participation and sport development, including pathways. 

Athlete Advisory Group Provides an opportunity for a representative group of athletes to have a voice on behalf 
of all athletes

Special Awards Committee Determines the application of major awards across the sport

Related entities (4)

RunWest Festival Limited Separate company (public company, limited by guarantee) with the sole purpose of 
staging the RunWest Festival 

LOC IAAF World Cross Country Championships 
Bathurst 2021 Limited

Separate company (public company, limited by guarantee) with the sole purpose of 
staging the IAAF World Cross Country Championship Bathurst in 2022

St Kilda Road Separation to ensure perpetuity of the proceeds of the sale of the St Kilda Road property

Athletics Australia Foundation Provides the opportunity for individuals, entities or groups to make deductible donations 
and support the future of the sport
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Australian Athletics Strategy 
2022-2025
The Australian Athletics Strategy 2022-2025 clearly outlines the 
focus of the organisation and will align the Board, management, 
and MAs around the most critical things to do in the first 12 to 18 
months of the life of the new entity.  

An assurance has been provided that this transition strategy will 
be reviewed within 18 months and that the sport will conduct a 
comprehensive strategic planning process with full engagement of 
all stakeholders at every level of the sport to deliver a longer-term 
strategy to 2032. This will deliver the best possible outcome for the 
sport long term. 

The first twelve months of the new entity will require a significant 
focus on MA engagement and the volume of both internal and 
external demands will be significant. Australian Athletics needs to 
deliver on core business - participation, high performance, coach 
and official development support while implementing strategies 
that move the sport forward. An agile organisation that embraces 
digital transformation, a flexible workplace and virtual connections. 
A focus on the things that will allow the sport to maximise the 
opportunity to strengthen its position and grow.

The operational elements of the participation area are the focus of 
this stage of planning demonstrating how the strategy of LAA and 
AA are integrated. 

A project scope for High Performance planning has been drafted 
and work has commenced on gathering evidence, data and insights 
to support this planning process. The current strategy has been 
included in the document and work will commence on review 
and updating post Olympics and Paralympics with an expected 
completion date of late 2021.

Planning work in the Corporate and Commercial, Competition and 
Event areas will commence post the unification vote. 

Process
1.  Both LAA and AA Strategic Plans were reviewed, and areas of 

focus and priorities were documented.

2.  A summary of Director input from a strategy session in March 
2020 was reviewed.

3.  A strategic workshop was conducted with the MA CEOs from 
both LAA and AA to develop strategic priorities for the sport 
nationally. These were tested by the MA CEOs and presented to 
MA Boards and Club and Centre officials as part of a broader 
OneAthletics Presentation.

4.  Several workshops have been conducted with the Participation 
team from both LAA and AA to explore conditions (environment 
both internal and external), define success, and agree strategic 
priorities. Evidence (the why) has been explored and the most 
relevant documented in the plan.

5.  Members of the Governance Committee have reviewed the 
strategy and provided feedback and recommendations.

6.  Meetings have been held with some MA Stakeholders to secure 
preliminary advice about the draft strategies.

Seeing and taking advantage of the 
opportunities as a unified sport 
It is an exciting time for athletics in Australia, as two national 
bodies unite, creating one aligned vision and purpose to transform 
athletics into Australia’s most thriving community, connecting 
everyone to athletics for life. Through unification, the sport 
will represent and connect to a much larger and more diverse 
community creating endless opportunities for everyone to 
experience the joy, freedom and fun of participating and to achieve 
greater outcomes for the sport and the community. 

The past two years have presented the sport industry with the 
most challenging of times. Covid 19 has been the disruption of 
all disruptions. We live in a complicated, complex and uncertain 
world making the need to monitor the environment and agree on 
the right strategy more important than ever. Sport is challenged by 
tradition, compliance, history, unilateral ways of thinking and doing 
things that make change very difficult. Covid 19 has given sport 
organisations a licence to think differently, find solutions and make 
change. 

This, combined with the constantly changing way everyone in 
Australia engages with sport, means that Athletics in Australia 
must recreate, reimagine and rethink how we engage with the 
community. Customer led insights and digital transformation will 
enable the sport to design and deliver better ways for everyone to 
participate in our sport.  

Australian Athletics, in collaboration with all levels of the sport, will 
design new and inclusive spaces that consider how communities 
want to participate.  

1. The Business of Athletics
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Our commitment to our community
• We will act collectively in the best interests of athletics

• We will have a talented and highly engaged workforce

• We will put participants at the centre of our decision making

• Inclusion and diversity is part of everything we do

• Digital is part of our DNA 

• We will get things done and are focused on what counts

• We will exploit our strengths and drive innovation  

• We will tell our story well

• We will value the contribution of everyone 

OUR VALUES

Inclusion   |   Integrity 

Innovation   |   Excellence

Collaboration

Vision Athletics to become Australia’s most thriving community 

Purpose Connecting Australians to athletics for life

Priority Create an aligned 
organisation that positions 
Athletics as Australia's 
number 1 sport

Hook children on Athletics Create experiences that 
build confidence and 
inspire movement – 
anywhere and for everyone

Deliver environments that 
create well rounded athletes 
who perform at their best on 
the world stage

Activities Maximise long-term 
sustainable revenue to 
drive investment across the 
sport and grow the athletics 
economy

Create thriving environments 
where our community feels 
safe and are supported to excel 
and grow

Use technology to deliver one-
of-a-kind experiences for fans, 
participants and volunteers

Create smart sport platforms, 
systems and policies 

Celebrate athletics and inspire 
everyone’s passion for the 
sport

As a collective, run inclusive 
events and competitions which 
meet the need of participants, 
coaches, officials and 
volunteers and ignites their 
passion for athletics

Embed physical literacy and 
inclusive design principles into 
products

Leverage the iconic strength 
of Little Athletics and refresh 
participation formats for 
children to provide a clear and 
consistent pathway from the 
school to our clubs and centres

Expand opportunities for 
children under the age of five 
to experience physical activity 
in an athletics environment

Create an engaging user 
experience through the use of 
technology 

Build valuable connections 
between high performance 
athletes, junior athletes and 
their communities

Quantify the impact of 
Australian Athletics on 
Australia’s big issues 

Deliver contemporary 
products and delivery models 
that enable participation in 
athletics everywhere 

Deliver education, support 
and resources for volunteers 
through a centre and club 
development platform

Understand the need, location 
and condition of infrastructure 
required to support 
participation growth

Enhance digital platforms to 
develop and support coaches 
and officials at every level 

Generate a plan for pre and 
post event legacy from Paris 
2024 and Brisbane 2032

Provide for and support our 
high-performance coaches 

Optimise athlete performance 
on the day it counts 

Establish and build our pipeline 
of athletic talent 

Provide holistic support and 
welfare for our athletes 

Engage athletes and enable 
coaches through an event 
group focus 

Embed consistent world class 
daily training environments 
across the nation 

Develop a system-wide 
approach to high performance 
leadership 

Learn from the past Olympic 
cycle, develop a courageous 
strategy for Los Angeles 2028 
and start preparation for 
Brisbane 2032 

Promote the benefits of a 
newly established connection 
between high performance and 
junior participation

Outcomes A well governed and managed 
sport that is a positive 
contributor to the community

Involvement in athletics 
improves physical literacy 
levels of Australian children 

Athletics has more participants 
and our community reflects 
the rich diversity of Australia

A sustainable high 
performance system that 
optimises athlete performance
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The Australian Athletics 
Financial Model 
A sustainable financial model for the sport strengthens the delivery 
of the Australian Athletics Strategy 2022-2025. The model enables 
Australian Athletics purpose of connecting Australians to athletics 
for life, a focus on priorities that will increase the participation of 
children, reach Australians across their lifecycles, deliver success 
for our international athletes and build an agile and collaborative 
organisation.

The model must fund core business while focusing on priorities to 
stimulate growth building momentum for the sport. Through the 
proposed financial model, the sport can increase its competitive 
position and market share in the Australian sporting landscape.

Seeing and Taking Advantage of Financial 
Opportunities
• AA is largely dependent on government grant revenue (>70%), 

and LAA is largely dependent on capitation revenue (>40%). 
The unified balance sheet presents a more resilient position for 
the sport immediately and mitigates the single revenue source 
risk present in both organisations. This major source of revenue 
from the Australian Sports Commission will continue, however 
Australian Athletics will be able to absorb any changes in 
government funding priorities remaining financially sustainable, 
due to the diverse revenue streams.

• More broadly the unified balance sheet and net asset outcome 
positions Australian Athletics to better absorb financial shock 
events such as continuation of COVID or significant changes to 
revenue.

• The current structure does not provide an opportunity to realise 
commercial growth due to the fragmented distribution of assets 
across the sport. Through partnerships with the MA, Australian 
Athletics has an opportunity to aggregate assets to deliver 
greater financial returns that can be invested to deliver on the 
strategic aspirations across the sport.

• Unification combines the scale and footprint of both 
organisations enabling Australian Athletics an influential voice 
and strong value proposition to unlock funding for initiatives that 
deliver outcomes for athletics and solve problems for all levels 
of government. 

• There is a need to address the duplication of administrative 
effort at the national level. The sport experiences this duplication 
in legislative compliance, safeguarding participants, insurance, 
technology, management of people, travel, and supporting MA.

• The financial cost of the separate organisations investing in 
attracting the same consumers to the sport has diluted the 
impact of participation initiatives. An aligned Australian Athletics 

strategy with the opportunity to focus the effort will attain better 
outcomes from the investment in marketing the sport better.

•  The unique opportunity of Brisbane 2032 provides the 
sport, grassroots to elite, an opportunity that cannot be 
underestimated. Australian Athletics will be well positioned to 
attract key investors, with aligned objectives to leverage pre and 
post event benefits.

What does success look like?
• No single revenue stream greater than 40% allowing the 

business to be agile, changing its investment profile and 
strategies to meet the needs of the sport.

• Targeted investment in participation growth as a core priority for 
the sport such as participation innovation funding models where 
the sport can collectively leverage its financial position to create 
growth.

• A business model with targeted investment in digital capability 
as a customer centred organisation

• A shared commercial revenue model with benefits for both the 
MAs and Australian Athletics.

• A capital reserve to prepare for unpredictable financial risks and 
to absorb future economic shocks while allowing the sport to 
invest in future priorities that anticipate changes in technology 
and consumer demands.

What are the immediate and future benefits 
of Australian Athletics?
The modelling has identified over $1.4 million in financial benefits 
from unifying the national body including:

• One off Sport Australia funding for product development if 
unification is achieved

• Savings passed through to MAs through a single insurance program 

• Operational efficiencies reinvested to support sport development

• Funds identified to support strategic priorities like digital 
change, infrastructure plan and LA product in schools 

• Increased commercial revenues through connected assets

There are also opportunities to build on these immediate benefits in 
future years through increased activity of the unified national body 
which has not been included in the Financial Model including:

• Increased philanthropic revenues – through greater 
collaboration and reach

• Increased government funding, including new opportunities 
beyond sport 

1. The Business of Athletics
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Other sports that have unified have gained in excess of $1 million 
from these opportunities in the past. These immediate benefits and 
future opportunities will be used to impact on how the sport delivers 
growth and evolved service delivery opportunities such as:

• The development of a new Digital Roadmap

• Investment in the continued evolution of the LA product 
improvements and branding (0-5, 5-12, transition product)

• The expansion and integration of the school’s business model
and connection to the LA delivery system

• The introduction of a National Commercial Framework

What if we stay the same?
Operating as separate entities presents several financial and 
operational risks and limits the realisation of opportunities 
presented by the unification.

If the entities remain separate the estimated outcomes could 
include:

• An opportunity cost impact of around minus 15% in commercial
revenue.

• The competitive environment of both entities targeting similar 
markets dilutes the impact of effort and investment into
participation growth not providing sustainable growth

• The duplication of effort and investment in staging events and
competition.

The separate operation of the sport perpetuates the duplication of 
various administrative functions. If the unification does not proceed 
it will be necessary for both LAA and AA to invest in separate digital 
infrastructure costing around $300,000 each. Administration is 
a key area where the separation has a direct financial cost to the 
sport including.

a. Office rental and associated costs

b. Legal fees

c. Audit fees

d. Bank charges and finance costs

e. Board and committee expenses

f. Travel expenses

g. Legal fees

h. Financial management platforms

i. Digital infrastructure and licensing

How has the modelling been undertaken? 
The purpose of the financial model is to outline the potential 
financial performance of Australian Athletics, whose operations 
combine the functions of LAA and AA, and to:

• determine an opening balance sheet position such that 
Australian Athletics is appropriately capitalised to trade
successfully and achieve its objectives; and

• determine a projected profit and loss statement for FY22 such
that Australian Athletics’ annual operations are demonstrated
to be affordable and with adequate investment to achieve its
strategy.

The model was built by KPMG and has been reviewed by the 
individual Audit Finance and Risk Committees of LAA and AA.

Efficiencies identified through the unification have been used 
to support the development of new products and services not 
currently possible through either of LAA and AA separately.

Whilst not included in the modelling, the Boards of LAA and AA 
believe the unification will enable Australian Athletics to realise 
further opportunities for financial improvement over multiple years.

The basis for financial projections
An analysis was conducted covering FY2017 through to a 
projection for FY2022 with the financial information for 2017 – 
2020 based on the consolidation of LAA and AA historical 
operations. 

Previous results have been adjusted to remove significant one-off 
or abnormal transactions that do not reflect business-as-usual 
operations. 

Financial information for 2021 was based on the latest forecast 
expectations for AA and LAA at time of preparation.

Financial information for 2022 onwards is projected based on 
continued operations, adjusted for savings and new forms of 
revenue to be achieved by Australian Athletics, and with overlays 
for changes in service provision which would be introduced by 
Australian Athletics such as;

• Introduction of an integrated digital platform

• One national insurance program

• Integrated resources in the delivery of national events

• National commercial agreement

• Nationally coordinated marketing and communications plan

• Aligned pathway, coaching and officiating system
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What are the risks and mitigations 
considered in the model?
With unification there are risks to Australian Athletics’ financial 
performance which need to have planned mitigations in place.  
The key risks identified during the modelling include:

• Membership fees: As the main revenue from LA activity MAs
registration fees are based on sustaining the current level of 
registered members forecasted for FY2022 as outlined in the
Assurances

• Sport Australia funding: may be lower than expected

• Australian Athletics functions: As noted earlier, current financial
modelling has been based off preliminary thinking around
Australian Athletics’ functions. These financial projections will
need to be revisited following further refinement of Australian
Athletics’ functions, governance and operating model once the
organisation is operational.

• Transition: A budget will be included to support transition in the
first 12 months. The operating costs of Australian Athletics in the
early years would be higher if additional services outside of this
allowance are required.

Current financial position of Australian 
Athletics
Based on the analysis conducted by KPMG, LAA and AA are 
confident that: 

a.  Australian Athletics is appropriately capitalised to trade
successfully and achieve its objectives; and

b.  Australian Athletics has adequate net assets for a National
Sport Organisation (NSO) of its size given that there will be
a period of one to two years during which the benefits of the
combination, such as operating efficiencies and additional
sponsor support, are still to accrue. This gives Australian
Athletics sufficient headroom to pursue its expanded
objectives.

Assumptions
• It is assumed that Australian Athletics will commence operations 

at the time of a successful vote.

• It is assumed that current grant funding (excluding one-off 
grants) will be maintained with equivalent continued expenditure
on delivery.

• Costs associated with the High Performance (HP) program are
fully funded from HP revenue sources. Any increase or decrease
in HP funding results in a similar adjustment to HP expenditure
to maintain a break-even position for the program.

• It is assumed that staffing for new activities such as the digital
road map is budgeted within the project expenses.

• The Insurance program for the sport is combined and achieves
efficiencies which will be passed on to MA.

• No change to capitation fees without full engagement with
the MAs

• Existing staff will be retained as part of Australian Athletics.
Where efficiencies are identified through consolidation,
additional staff capacity will be used to deliver new or improved
services.

• All other revenue and expenditure are assumed to increase at a
rate of 2% per annum.

• Insurance costs will be reduced under the unified national
program due to efficiencies and the changes achieved in its
insurance risk profile.

1. The Business of Athletics
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One Athletics Financial Summary

Proforma Financials – Financial Years 
Ending 30 June 2021 and 2022

23 August 2021

1
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IMPORTANT NOTICE 
If you are a party other than Australian Little Athletics (LAA) and Athletics Australia (AA), KPMG:
■ owes you no duty (whether in contract or in tort or under statute or otherwise) with respect to or in connection with the attached report or any part thereof; and
■ will have no liability to you for any loss or damage suffered or costs incurred by you or any other person arising out of or in connection with the provision to you of the attached 

report or any part thereof, however the loss or damage is caused, including, but not limited to, as a result of negligence.

If you are a party other than LAA and AA, and you have not executed a formal letter of reliance with KPMG, if you choose to rely upon the attached report or any part thereof, you do
so entirely at your own risk.

Limitations

The responsibility for determining the adequacy or otherwise of our terms of reference is that of LAA and AA.

The services provided under our engagement letter (‘Services’) have not been undertaken in accordance with any auditing, review or assurance standards. Any reference to ‘audit’
and ‘review’, throughout this report, is not intended to convey that the Services have been conducted in accordance with any auditing, review or assurance standards. Further, as our
scope of work does not constitute an audit or review in accordance with any auditing, review or assurance standards, our work will not necessarily disclose all matters that may be of
interest to LAA and AA or reveal errors and irregularities, if any, in the underlying information.

In preparing this report, we have had access to information provided by LAA and AA. We have relied upon the truth, accuracy and completeness of any information provided or made
available to us in connection with the Services without independently verifying the accuracy, reliability and completeness of the information made available to us in the course of our
work.

We do not make any statement as to whether any forecasts or projections will be achieved, or whether the assumptions and data underlying any such prospective financial
information are accurate, complete or reasonable. We will not warrant or guarantee the achievement of any such forecasts or projections. There will usually be differences between
forecast or projected and actual results, because events and circumstances frequently do not occur as expected or predicted, and those differences may be material.

Our reporting date corresponds with a period of significant volatility in global financial markets and widespread macro-economic uncertainty. In light of the emergence and spread of
COVID-19, this volatility and uncertainty could persist for some time. The assumptions set out in our report will need to be reviewed and revised to reflect any changes which emerge 
as a result of COVID-19. As a result of the continued uncertainty in relation to the impact of COVID-19, our work may not have identified, or reliably quantified the impact of, all such 
uncertainties and implications.

If the assumptions provided by LAA and AA on which this report is based are subsequently shown to be incorrect or incomplete, this could have the effect of changing the findings
set out in this report and these changes could be material. We are under no obligation to amend our report for any subsequent event or new information.

Forecast Performance – Australian Athletics
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Basis of Preparation 

• For the purpose of this presentation, Financial Year ended 30 June 2021 is considered to be the actual period 
and Financial Year ending 30 June 2022 is the first full year of operations for the merged entity

• Actual period financial information has been provided by finance teams of LAA and AA

• LAA has provided actual period financial information for all the months of Financial Year 2021. AA has provided 
the actual period financial information from 1 July 2020 to 31 May 2021 and June 2021 financials are AA’s 
budgeted forecasts

• Actual period financial information for LAA and AA has been mapped to merged entity’s financial presentation
• Inputs required for the forecasting of financial information are provided by the management

• In order to assume a full year effect of the merger, all the calculations have assumed that the merger occurred at 
the start of the forecast period

• This presentation is only an indication of what the financial position of the combined entity could be for the 
forecast period assuming merger occurred at the start of the year

• It is important to note that the actual financial position of the combined entity will be different to what is presented 
as forecasts, as LAA and AA continue to operate as separate entities
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Standalone budgets of LAA and AA for FY 2022
Per the standalone FY 2022 budgets of the 2 entities, AA has a profit margin of 1% and LAA incurs a loss. If these 
budgets are aggregated without any adjustments, the merged entity will incur a loss.

AA BUDGETED FINANCIAL INFORMATION LAA BUDGETED FINANCIAL INFORMATION

REVENUES REVENUES
Commercial Revenues AUD 3,432,577       Commercial Revenues AUD 687,500           
Government Funding - High Performance AUD 11,257,500     Levies Income AUD 1,237,580       
Government Funding - Participation AUD 550,000           ECP Program Funding for Inclusion AUD 303,005           
Integrity Role Funding AUD 100,000           Coaching Camp Revenues AUD 90,000             
National insurance and ICT programs Revenue AUD 217,500           Interest Income AUD 12,000             
Insurance Reimbursement AUD 175,000           Other Income AUD 6,500               
Sporting Schools Revenue AUD 853,423           Total Revenues AUD 2,336,585       
Other Income AUD 181,000           
Total Revenues AUD 16,767,000     EXPENSES

Employee Benefits AUD 614,892           
EXPENSES Events and Activities AUD 645,000           
Employee Benefits AUD 5,999,645       Office and Facilities AUD 81,756             
Events And Activities AUD 2,954,058       Insurance Expenses AUD 407,500           
Office And Facilities AUD 170,250           Management Expenses AUD 273,100           
Travel And Accommodation AUD 2,594,700       Meeting Expenses AUD 120,350           
Marketing And Communication AUD 332,000           Administration Expenses AUD 414,814           
Digital And Information Technology AUD 300,122           Depreciation and Amortisation AUD 12,500             
Insurance Expenses AUD 350,000           Total Expenses AUD 2,569,912       
Other Expenses AUD 1,212,483       
Depreciation And Amortisation AUD 72,200             NET PROFIT / (LOSS) AUD (233,327)       
Growth And Development AUD 87,000             PROFIT MARGIN % -10%
Financial Support AUD 1,784,158       
Sporting School Costs AUD 825,000           
Total Expenses AUD 16,681,616     

NET PROFIT / (LOSS) AUD 85,384          
PROFIT MARGIN % 1%
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Proforma Financial Position as at 30 June 2021 and 2022

Assuming that the merged entity existed as at 1 July 2020, the below table indicates the proforma financial 
position as at 30 June 2021 and 2022.

Cash and cash 
equivalents are 
greater than Total 
Current and Non-
Current Liabilities.

1.41x      1.44x Current Ratio

Current Assets are 
1.44 times Current 
Liabilities

99% of the Total 
Liabilities are 
Current Liabilities 

Total Current Assets 
are 90% of the Total 
Assets

Financial Position Snapshot - FY 2021 and 2022

ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents AUD 11,660,743  13,507,774  
Trade and other receivables AUD 2,116,668    2,047,862    
Other assets AUD 521,092        504,153        
Total Current Assets AUD 14,298,502  16,059,790  

Financial assets AUD 606,502        606,502        
Fixed assets AUD 455,664        371,019        
TOTAL ASSETS AUD 15,360,668 17,037,311 

LIABILITIES
Trade and other payables AUD 1,286,983    1,611,452    
Deferred Income AUD 8,219,641    8,335,141    
Employee benefits - Current AUD 600,479        1,204,902    
Total Current Liabilities AUD 10,107,104  11,151,496  

Total Non-Current Liabilities AUD 91,528          91,528          
Total Liabilities AUD 10,198,632  11,243,024  

NET ASSETS AUD 5,162,037   5,794,287   

TOTAL EQUITY AUD 5,162,037   5,794,287   
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Forecasted Profitability for FY 2022
Based on the information provided by the management, the merged entity is forecasted to generate a profit margin of 
3.19% . 

Government grants is a 
major source of revenue 
for the merged entity

Per the management,  the 
FY 2022 Commercial 
Revenues will be 15% higher 
than the standalone FY 2022 
budgets on account of 
synergies

Employee Benefits 
contribute 33.8% to Total 
Expenses of merged 
entity

Profit and Loss Summary for FY 2022

REVENUES
Commercial Revenues AUD 4,738,089    23.9%           
Capitation Fee - Administration Levy [LAA Members Only] AUD 706,000        3.6%             
Capitation Fee - Insurance Reimbursement [LAA Members Only] AUD 282,400        1.4%             
Income Recognition from Grants Received AUD 12,210,505  61.6%           
Other Income AUD 1,881,553    9.5%             
Total Revenues AUD 19,818,546  100.0%         

EXPENSES
Employee Benefits AUD 6,485,265    33.8%           
Events and Activities AUD 3,539,058    18.4%           
Office and Facilities AUD 216,006        1.1%             
Travel and Accommodation AUD 2,594,700    13.5%           
Other Expenses AUD 4,567,109    23.8%           
Financial Support AUD 1,784,158    9.3%             
Total Expenses AUD 19,186,296  100.0%         

NET PROFIT / (LOSS) AUD 632,251      
PROFIT MARGIN % 3.19%
RETURN ON ASSETS % 3.71%
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Synergies
The merger of LAA and AA is forecasted by the management to result in costs and revenues synergies within the year 
that the merger occurs. Per management, there will also be some future opportunities.

Meeting 90 

Commercial Revenue 
uplift 618 

Digital Product 300 
Office 36 

Australian Sports 
Commision 225 

Product Portfolio 225 

Admin 61 

LAPS 60 

Insurance 214 

Employee Benefits
129 
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Cost Synergies Revenue Synergies Additional Expenditure

Synergies ($000’s)
The management forecasts proforma 
cost savings and revenue synergies in 
the year of merger

Per the management there are 
some additional opportunities as 
a result of the merger;
• Development of new digital 

roadmap
• LA Product Improvements 

and Branding
• Expansion and integration of 

schools business model
• National Commercial 

Framework 

Future Opportunities
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Strategic Priority Roadmaps

Commercial Roadmap

Throughout the project timeline there has been intensive 
consultation with stakeholders from across all levels of athletics, 
other sporting associations, State and Federal government and the 
private sector. What has been learnt from the consultation has been 
invaluable to positioning athletics to progress the required change 
addressing the sports key challenges.

Most notably the team established advisory groups consisting 
of national and state employees, volunteers, grassroots 
administrators, coaches and officials with the aim of working 
through assumptions and challenges faced by the sport across 
Coaching, Officiating, Governance, Digital, and Pathway. These 
Advisory Groups had crossover connection to functions within the 
sport such as the National Technical Committee (NTC) and others.

In addition to the athletics specific expertise other organisations 
were consulted to gain learnings and professional advice including 
Sport Integrity Australia, AusCycling, Golf Australia, Sport Australia, 
AIS and, State Departments of Sport and Recreation to name a few.

What follows in this section of the Business Case for Australian 
Athletics are the culmination of these consultations with a series of 
identified treatments for the sport to pursue across:

• Commercial growth

• Product development

• Digital transformation

• Marketing and communications

• Events, age groups and specifications, and

• Sports integrity framework

The subsequent Roadmaps provide an insight into how the sport 
will work to address many of the challenges it faces in turn creating 
the best opportunity to gain the greatest benefits possible from 
unifying the sport.

2. The Roadmap to Success

One of the most significant gains for the sport is aligning and 
leveraging the sports’ commercially valuable assets. Brands today 
seek to have genuine connections with communities and value the 
positive impact this association has for themselves and the sport.

Today, LAA and AA have several commercial arrangements with 
similar or the same companies. The Coles arrangements provide a 
perfect example of duplication impacting on value for the sport. In 
addition to addressing this opportunity, there is more to gain than the 
alignment of the current programs. By creating a national framework, 
that provides a mechanism for the state and national administrations 
to engage with brands, athletics will be able to compete with other 
sports and build a sustainable commercial program.

Adding to the urgency for addressing commercial sustainability is 
the growth of other significant participation sports. These growing 
bodies aggressively approach brands with considerable, connected 
marketing power across their federations, delivered through big 
social media platforms and broadcast capability. To compete in 
this space, athletics needs to become aligned at the national level, 
create positive working relationships with the state and territory 
bodies then build a marketing capability shared by all.

Brands are now approaching the sport seeking to get involved 
based on the new value proposition of a united national body.  
For major brands, the ability to support and engage all athletics 

participants, whether they be the kid having fun with their friends or 
an athlete representing the country, the story athletics could tell is 
a highly desirable one. 

A new commercial program 
There are significant barriers to achieving commercial growth in the 
current structure of the sport. An absence of a national agreement 
as to how sponsorship is structured, poor communication internally 
when opportunities are realised, and no audit of sponsorship across 
national and state level to uncover gaps, all contribute to very low 
levels of sponsorship and complicated activation strategies. This is 
made worse by the absence of a collective marketing strategy.

For Australian Athletics to leverage the sports commercial value  
it must: 

1.  Simplify access for brands wishing to engage with participants, 
through enhanced digital and marketing capacity, 

2.  Build an aligned commercial program that benefits both the  
MAs and the sport broadly, 

3.  Understand what assets are of value, leverage them together 
with single brands or separately with competing brands, and 
share these heightened commercial activity results. 
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Building a national commercial program 
Athletics has not quantified, valued, or leveraged its commercial 
capability to its full potential. Sports that have succeeded in 
delivering strong commercial growth at the non-professional level 
have achieved this by executing three key strategies, 

• Clear and transparent collaboration with a focus on attracting 
true nationwide exposure for brands and subsequent value for 
the sport; 

• Identifying the sports’ assets under the classifications of 
benefits, exposure and intellectual property; and 

• Understanding the actual value of these assets, including  
retail and market costs, to engage brands with a collective  
goal for the sport. 

Athletics as a unified system is a sport that has the elements 
attractive to significant brands including, 

• depth through a connection from grassroots and junior athletics 
to high performance and our heroes 

• breadth through developed relationships with participants and 
communities, including on-the-ground activations as well as 
digital, social and email channels; and 

• a mix of benefits, exposure and IP that meets the objectives of 
brands greater than most other sports. 

National consistency for the activation of a brand with alignment 
and clarity among the different levels of the sport is critical to 
define, package, value, sell and deliver large-scale commercial 
partnerships which benefit all. 

How this will be achieved
Within the first six months, the national body and MAs will draft and 
implement a Sport Commercial Agreement (SCA). This agreement 
based on a national commercial framework will, for the first time, 
define where and how the sport can maximise the value of its 
assets. 

Governing the contents of the SCA are a set of principles agreed  
to by all parties setting out the critical behaviours of each party.

Draft National Commercial Principles
a.  That all parties agree to the culture and behaviour of 

collaboration, transparency and respect with the shared goal to 
ensure all of Athletics in Australia is positioned to identify and 
maximise the benefits resulting from:

• increased sponsor investment,

• increased licensing investment,

• increased profile and reach of the sport nationally. 

b.  To work collaboratively and transparently to deliver effective 
programs nationally that encourage participation and fandom, 

c.  To recognise and preserve the integrity of athletics through 
common commercial goals and a shared commitment to a 
constructive and cooperative relationship facilitated through 
the National Commercial Workgroup (CWG) that comprises 
representatives from all parties, 

d.  To provide a greater focus on commercialising products and 
programs nationally to increase participation and a sustained 
commercial return to all parties, 

e.  To ensure all parties understand the requirements of delivering 
commercial outcomes for the sport, including transparency of 
the costs to fulfil the needs of commercial agreements, 

f.  That Australian Athletics and the MAs will present to the CWG 
the details of any pre-existing national or state agreements, 
first rights of refusal renewal clauses that may be in place at 
least six months before the relevant third party has the right to 
activate such rights, and 

g.  That through the CWG, MAs can have the option to create 
category exclusivity for Clubs and Centres considering the 
costs of a commercial agreement for the athletics community 
delivery system. 
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What is digital and digital transformation? As expressed by 
McKinsey & Company; for some organisations, it’s about 
technology. For others, digital is a new way of engaging with 
customers. And for others still, it represents an entirely new way of 
doing business. None of these definitions is necessarily incorrect. 
But such diverse perspectives often trip up leadership teams 
because they reflect a lack of alignment and common vision about 
where the business needs to go. This often results in piecemeal 
initiatives or misguided efforts that lead to missed opportunities, 
sluggish performance, or false starts. 

In the biggest study of digital capability carried out by Sport 
Australia within the Australia sports industry it was discovered 
organisations were struggling and when addressing this fast paced 
and complicated challenge sports had to re-organise the way they 
operate and think of technology.

Current state 
Athletics as a system today relies upon deploying technology that 
attempts to address all of its issues within one or two platforms in 
a way that relies on 16 different organisations’ requirements which 
begin at the corporate end rather than at the user experience level. 

On a maturity scale such as the ‘Digital Maturity Model from 
Leading Digital: Turning technology Into Business Transformation, 
Harvard Business Press 2014’ Athletics as a sport would rate 
somewhere in the top half of “Beginners”. 

What are the barriers which result in athletics struggling to 
respond? Athletics is not meeting consumer changing needs with; 

• An increasing digital divide between consumers expectations 
and the capability of the sport to meet that expectation. 

• Recreational running and private deliverers are responding to 
consumer expectations and increasingly turning to sophisticated 
digital technologies to engage and attract consumers. 

Athletics is delivered by a network of organisations 
• The sport experiences are co-created by a collection of 

organisations. In order to create personalised sport experiences, 
a collaborative delivery approach to digital is required, rather 
than the current organisational centric approach. 

• Processes and data exchange between organisations within the 
sport are still mostly manual. This causes increased work for 
volunteers, data silos, and hampers the ability to drive analysis 
and insights from data. 

Athletics is probably the most globally competitive in high performance 
• Sport technology innovation for high performance is increasingly 

a competitive advantage that major international competitors 
(USA, Great Britain, Germany and Israel) are investing in. 

We are under investing compared to other industries and our 
competitors in the sports industry 
• As a sport we invest significantly less than others, spending on 

average one quarter of the rate of charities and not-for-profit 
organisations on digital and technology. 

Fashionistas
• Many advanced digital features  

(such as social, mobile) in silos

• No overarching vision

• Underdeveloped coordination

• Digital culture may exist in silos

Beginners
• Management sceptical of the business value of 

advanced digital technologies

• May carry out some experimentation

• Immature digital culture

Digital Masters
• Strong overarching digital vision

• Good governance across silos

• Many digital initiatives generating business  
value in measurable ways

• Strong digital culture

Conservatives
• Overarching digital vision exists, but may be 

underdeveloped

• Few advanced digital features, though traditional 
digital capabilities many be mature

• Strong digital governance across silos

• Taking active steps to build digital skills and culture

D
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Transformation management intensity

Digital Transformation Roadmap

2. The Roadmap to Success
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2022-23 
Preparation

2023-24 
Foundation

2025-27 
Acceleration

2028-30 
Realisation

Strategic 
Enablers

Game 
Changers

Athletics 
Disruption

Athletics 
Opportunity

Culture
Foster open, 
shared 
and people 
centred 
approach

Support our MAs  
to Executive
Support to develop 
whole-of-sport 
digital roadmap, 
build internal 
capability and 
enhance our ability 
to execute against 
this roadmap

Connect
Connect the 
athletics 
system

Improve 
Customer 
Experience
Digital will 
make peoples 
engagement 
with the sport 
simpler and 
easier

New Revenues
Digital 
business 
models will 
unlock new 
revenue 
streams

Reduced 
Costs
Digital 
efficiencies 
will reduce the 
cost structure 
to deliver 
athletics

Disrupt
Remove 
barriers 
to digital 
transforamtion

Transform
Create 
personalised 
athletics 
experiences

Innovate
Build an 
athletics 
innovation 
ecosystem

Co-Investment
Collaboration 
across the sport 
to co-invest and 
create collective 
digital assets 
which enhance the 
sports capability

Transform  
the sport
Transform the 
sports culture, 
practices and 
capabilities 
to ensure it 
is positioned 
to leverage 
opportunities

Capability
Cultivate the 
sports digital 
capability

Confidence
Develop trust 
in the quality, 
safety and 
security of 
information

Content
Create, 
curate, share 
and value 
content and 
knowledge

+ +> Benefit People 
in Athletics

Shared 
Outcomes

Exemplar
Australian 
Athletics as 
the digital 
exemplar for 
the sport

Participation
Capturing 
more 
Australians 
experiencing 
Athletics

Economy
Through 
innovation 
and new 
revenues 
increase the 
athletics 
economy

Personalised 
Experiences
People in 
athletics are at 
the centre of 
decision making 
whether they 
be volunteers, 
coaches, 
officials, 
administrators or 
participants

>

2022-2030 Strategic Digital Roadmap 
The road to achieving a Connected Athletics ambition will take the sport through four key transformation phases; 

How does Athletics address this barrier? 
To be able to address the changes required, through Australian Athletics the sport must embrace digital change. To guide this Australian 
Athletics will lead the collaboration in developing a Digital Roadmap for the sport of athletics. This work will be undertaken within the 
following transformation framework. 
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A major challenge for Australian Athletics identified throughout 
the consultations was the adoption and implementation of a much 
broader range of policies in line with the broader remit of a united 
national body. Given the size of this challenge and the need to build 
a policy framework that was appropriate and actionable LAA and AA 
approached the lead government agency to assist.

Sport Integrity Australia (SIA) has recently released the National 
Integrity	Framework, a streamlined suite of policies that sets 
out the broad expectations for the conduct of all participants to 
address the integrity risks under the remit of SIA. The Member 
Protection and Child Safeguarding policies form part of the National 
Integrity Framework and focus on safeguarding the welfare and 
human rights of all those involved in sport.  

SIA acknowledges there is significant work required to 
operationalise the Member Protection and Child Safeguarding 
principles into practice and behaviours that embed safeguarding 
into the sport’s culture.

To support Australian Athletics, the MAs and community clubs and 
centres implement the Member Protection and Child Safeguarding 
policies, SIA has developed the Safeguarding in Sport Continuous 
Improvement Program (SISCIP).

The SISCIP is a critical element of maturing sport integrity capabilities 
across the sector by providing an overarching and tailored plan to 
enhance safeguards to keep all children and members safe. 

The SISCIP aims to create genuine cultural change from NSO 
through to grassroots community sport by sequentially providing 
action plans for each to embed safeguarding practices and 
processes. The ultimate goal is to enhance the safety of children 
and members in sport in Australia by promoting a nationally 
consistent approach to safeguarding across the sector and driving 
greater accountability for continuous improvement and maturing of 
safeguarding practices. 

The SISCIP involves the implementation of child safeguarding and 
member protection requirements using a phased approach which 
will have the following focuses: 

• Recognise Phase to be completed by SIA and Australian 
Athletics.

• Achieve Phase to be completed by SIA and Australian Athletics in 
collaboration with each MA.

• Embed Phase to be completed by SIA and Australian Athletics in 
collaboration with each MA on behalf of clubs and centres.

The SISCIP involves SIA conducting an audit questionnaire in 
partnership with Australian Athletics, against child safeguarding 
requirements (aligned to the National Principles) and member 
protection requirements, to determine the maturity of these 
practices. Together, SIA and Australian Athletics will then develop a 

specifically tailored action plan specific to mature child safeguarding 
and member protection practices and processes over several years. 

It is acknowledged that all sports are different, with different 
governance models and at varying stages of their safeguarding journey. 
A ‘one size fits all’ approach would therefore not be appropriate. This 
has been factored into the design of the SISCIP. It is also acknowledged 
that safeguarding requires contextualisation to each sport. How an 
NSO safeguards can depend on state and territory-based legislation, 
the size, capability, and resources of the NSO (including its employees 
and volunteers), engagement with the community (including schools, 
clubs, and centres families, children, and members) as to how 
safeguarding is then implemented. This will be factored into the action 
plans of the SISCIP.

Value:
At its core, the SISCIP aims to embed a culture of child safety and 
member protection across all levels of Australian Athletics. The 
SISCIP will generate value for athletics by: 

• Publicly demonstrating a commitment to child safeguarding 
and member protection to its community and members

• Promoting oversight and transparency by providing leaders and 
Australian Athletics with visibility and oversight of the current 
state child safeguarding and member protection maturity from 
an independent perspective, as well as oversight of the sport’s 
plans to improve and mature

• Taking	a	risk	based	targeted	and	tailored	approach to 
addressing Australian Athletics needs through tailored action 
plans, with the support of SIA 

• Ensuring safer environments and better outcomes for 
all children and members as a result of matured policies, 
processes, and practices, ultimately minimising the risk to 
children and members. 

• Fostering continuous improvement and accountability by 
progressing the maturity of child safeguarding and member 
protection practices 

• Promoting a nationally consistent approach underpinned by 
better practice child safeguarding and member protection 
including alignment to the National Principles for Child Safe 
Organisations

• Supporting athletics in meeting emerging and existing 
legislative and regulatory environments such as state-based 
Child Safe Standards

Roles and Responsibilities:
To be successful, the SISCIP must be implemented in a 
collaborative way, where all key stakeholders are aware of their 
responsibilities and have genuine buy in and commitment to the 

Integrity Roadmap

2. The Roadmap to Success
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aims and objectives of the Program. The ultimate accountability 
for participation in, and implementation of the SISCIP is led by 
Australian Athletics. The MAs with clubs and centres are involved in 
the implementation of child safeguarding and member protection 
policies, processes, and systems at the grass roots level. 

This is supported by the following key roles and responsibilities. 

Australian Athletics will be responsible for:

• Opting in to the SISCIP.  

• Completing the NSO Audit Questionnaires for the Recognise, 
Achieve and Embed phases and implementing the associated 
actions within the SISCIP Action Plans. 

• Working collaboratively with MAs to complete the Achieve 
and Embed NSO Audit Questionnaires and assisting MAs to 
implement applicable actions within SISCIP Achieve and Embed 
Action Plans, with an aim to effect and influence cultural change 
at all levels of the sport.

• Working collaboratively with the clubs and centres to complete 
the Embed NSO Audit Questionnaire and to implement applicable 
actions within the Embed Action Plan at the grassroots level. 

MAs will be responsible for:

• Working with Australian Athletics during the Achieve and Embed 
phases to complete the respective NSO Audit Questionnaires and 
implementing applicable actions from the Achieve and Embed 
Action Plans. 

• Working with clubs and centres to implement localised 
safeguarding practices during the Embed Phase. 

SIA will be responsible for: 

• Working in partnership with Australian Athletics to implement 
the SISCIP through leadership, collaboration, education and 
access to support resources and tools.

• Administering the SISCIP including continually improving the key 
elements of the program to ensure requirements and actions are 
continuously aligned to industry leading practices and reflective 
of sector learnings. 

• Monitoring and reporting on participation and progress of 
Australian Athletics including reporting to Sport Australia as 
part of the Annual Sport Performance Review process and the 
National Office for Child Safety. 

Participation in the SISCIP
The SISCIP is voluntary. By opting in to the SISCIP, Australian 
Athletics can leverage resources, education and supporting 
materials, reducing the safeguarding burden on sports, and 
providing better outcomes for all children and members. 

Australian Athletics must meet the SIA minimum expectation for 
safeguarding and member protection, which is to have either: 
adopted the National Integrity Framework in its entirety; or have 
a SIA endorsed Child Safeguarding Policy and Member Protection 
Policy. Australian Athletics must also identify a key contact who will 
have the management responsibility of the SISCIP. 

SISCIP Overview: Explains how the SISCIP works

NSO Audit Questionnaire:  
Completed to determine NSO’s maturity starting phase and then corrresponding action plans

Maturity phase 
assigned based on 
outcome of audit

Recognise Phase

Achieve Phase

Embed Phase (ongoing)

Recognise Action Plan

Achieve Action Plan

Embed Action Plan

1

2

3 4
Regonise Phase completed by 
NSO of the sport.

Embed Phase completed by NSO in 
collaboration with each SSO on behalf of 
the affiliated bodies (associaitions/clubs 
/centres) of the sport.

Achieve Phase completed by NSO in 
collaboration with each SSO of the sport.

Safeguarding in Sport Continuous Improvement Program Overview
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The current athletics product portfolio contains many pain points.  
Unification of the national bodies will partially address some of these 
barriers, but the greatest opportunity lies in the implementation 
of nationally led strategies, along with support to MAs for capacity 
building at the grassroots.

Unification provides opportunities for product roadmap improvement 
in 3 key areas: 

1.   Introduction of a best-practice Tiny Tots program,

2.   Redesign of the Sporting Schools program to install Little Athletics 
as its masthead, and 

3.   Addressing teen participation through user-centred design, 
testing, and phased application 

Tiny Tots Program
Little Athletics Member Associations have developed and tested 
programs to attract parents and provide appropriate activities for 
children under the traditional Under 6 commencement age.  As a key 
part of the Australian Athletics ‘participation’, a new National Body will 
work with the MAs to identify exemplar Tiny Tots programs.  All parties 
will play a critical role in defining, benchmarking and then packaging a 
standardised program.  The new Tiny Tots program could be available 
to all members and come with a nationally recognised brand and 
quality delivery system.  It will evolve over time to ensure it continues 
to meet the needs of the children, their parents, and the children.

Little Athletics in Schools 
Students in the primary school system gain exposure to athletics 
via two programs; LAPS as a Little Athletics MA-delivered program, 
and Kids’ Athletics delivered by Athletics Australia consistent with its 
obligations to World Athletics.  When combined, these programs reach 
more than 230,000 students per year.  Both aim to build physical 
literacy in children in the school setting and are delivered by teachers 
or approved coaches.  Each has a secondary aim of marketing 
athletics participation as a fun pastime and creating connections 
between schools and their local Little Athletics centres.

Like AFL with AusKick, Cricket and Cricket Blast, Tennis with HotShots, 
and Netball with NetSetGo and many others it is critical that a child’s 
experience of a sport is replicated in across the school setting and at 
the community delivery centre. 

With the introduction of one program delivering Little Athletics the 
sport will be better positioned to transfer the experience children have 
in the school setting towards a Little Athletics delivery centre. Backed 
by almost $1,000,000 of investment through the Sporting Schools 
funding program administered by Sport Australia athletics will also 
have a model that can be scaled in response to increased demand 
and a direct conduit between schools and the Little Athletics centre.

Youth Athletics: Product development  
and implementation plan 
A key benefit of Australian Athletics is an opportunity to create 
real connections and more adaptable pathways for teens moving 
through the ‘transition period’ in our sport. All sports face significant 
challenges in retaining and attracting teens who are presented with 
the competing demands of life interests such as entertainment, social 
activities, part-time work, and higher education. 

Research has repeatedly shown that sports fail to address the basic 
needs of teenagers by providing pathways and experiences more 
aligned with the interests of adults.  This has been highlighted through 
engagement with MAs during the OneAthletics workshops.  To address 
this, Australian Athletics has devised a transition strategy that 
introduces two key interventions: 

• A simplified performance pathway that addresses the transition 
of those enjoying athletics in its current format, and

• A social-based delivery format for those seeking a way to enjoy 
the sport with friends and family within a community that 
supports their fitness and well-being needs.

By addressing the retention of teens in the sport of athletics a 
unified sport has the opportunity to increase its base participation 
significantly. With this retention will come the higher percentage 
chance of teen participants choosing a lifelong connection to the sport. 

Who are they and what matters to them? 
Gen Z is part of a generation that is global, social, visual and are digital 
natives. They are the most connected, educated and sophisticated 
generation ever. They are the up-agers, with influence beyond their 
years. They are the tweens, the teens, the youth and young adults of 
our global society. They are the early adopters, the brand influencers, 
the social media drivers, the pop-culture leaders. They comprise 
of more than 4.3million (18%) of Australians, and they don’t just 
represent the future, they’re creating it. 

Gen Z is the most digitally saturated generation our world has 
ever seen. They are digitally transformed – seamlessly integrating 
technology into their everyday realities. They are globally focused 
through the emergence of global pop culture, global brands, and a 
borderless virtual reality. This is the challenge Australian Athletics 
faces when competing the Gen Z’s attention and loyalty. 

Understanding the participants’ journey 
The journey athletics participants take when the majority, more then 
60% of total membership enters the sport needs to be understood 
so any refinements made to that experience impacts in the areas of 
most need. As demonstrated in the following charts, where the blue 
represents the percentage of total participation for each age group 
in Little Athletics and the green in Senior Athletics. The dramatic 
decrease of participants is apparent. 

Athletics Product Roadmap 

2. The Roadmap to Success
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Percentage rates for LAA and AA junior participation LAA and AA junior participation numbers
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Sentiment

CX 
Explanation

Nervous and excited
“It was fun being with 
my friends running 
around”

Excitement and 
anticipation
“Mum’s really happy 
when I do my best”

Pressured and 
confident
“I want to beat my PB” 
“Love hanging with my 
friend”

Confused, 
comfortable and sad 
(last years)
“I guess I’ll finish soon” 
“I don’t tell my school 
friends I still do Littles”

Nervous and the 
unknown
“How far can I go?”

Disappointment
“Nothing for me”

Nervous and excited
“It was fun being with 
my friends running 
around”

Key 
Activities 
in Athletics 
Journey

• Join an LAA Centre

• 1st experience 
school

• Aths carnival

• LAPS and SS 
programs

• Join an LAA Centre

• School Aths 
carnival

• School Rep 
experience

• ALAC 1st 
experience

• AA Junior Nationals 
on horizon

• School Rep 
pathway opening

• Relay 
Championships

• Regional and State 
Champs

• XC Competitions 
and 
Championships 
introduced

• LAA Camp

• AA Junior Nationals

• ALAC

• AA TID Program

• School 
Championships

• Relay 
Championships

• Regional and State 
Champs

• XC Competitions 
and 
Championships 

• Intra Club 
Competition

• AA Nationals

• Regional and State 
Champs

• School Champs

• State dev programs

• New to Senior Club

• Interested in Rec 
Running

• Opportunity to give 
back to LAA as 
coaches

• International 
Representation 

• AA Nationals

• State Champs

• Interstate Comps 
and Travel

• Opportunity to give 
back and mentor 
or coach younger 
athletes

Key Life 
Moments

 Summer time
 Friends and fun
��New and 

interesting
��Large groups of 

new kids
 ��I don’t see my 

heroes doing it

 Summer time
 Friends and fun
��My best results
 ��Not as good as 

others
 ��Other sports I love

 LAA and its brand
��Still see a 

pathway

 ��School Aths 
Carnivals

 ��Friends begin 
leaving

 ��Leaving my 
school

��Becoming 
Independent

��Self owned 
relationships

 ��LAA as a brand
 ��Timing of training
 ��Surrounded by 

less people my 
age

��Career path 
opening

 ��Pressure from 
friends

 ��School becomes 
stressful

 ��Who am I?

��Lifelong friends
��Improved health 

and fitness
 ��Know what I 

want time/work 
pressures

 ��Financial 
pressures

5-7 year olds
School Starters

Life Stage
8-10 year olds

Primary
14-15 year olds

Early Teens
11-13 year olds

School Transition
16-18 year olds

Young Adults
19-23 year olds
Career Starters

Leave after a negative experience

Move to a more 
socially orientated 

sport or activity

U6 U10 U11 U13 U14 U17 U14 U16 U18

To understand why this is happening, we analysed research into user experience to uncover how Australian Athletics might develop and test 
strategies to address participants needs.

Chart 2 demonstrates the actual numbers of participants 
in each of LA (blue) and SA (green).
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How does athletics create greater transition opportunities for teens? 
To improve the participation pathway, we recommend the introduction of a new product and the refinement of existing products. These 
amendments will improve the attraction and retention of children and teenage participants. 

Youth Athletics 
Athletics must continue to support the traditional pathway for youth 
participants, defined as athlete members between the ages of 13 
and 16. Evidence and grassroots experience suggest that many in 
this age bracket value a traditional athletics experience.  Australian 
Athletics will continue to deliver a classical model that caters for 
the expectations of this member base, but in a streamlined and 
easily comprehensible form. 

It is critical that the sport offers appropriate support mechanisms for 
athletes that value the traditional competition pathway, especially 
those that are contemplating high performance participation.

The new pathway will enable participants the opportunity to ‘jump-
on, jump-off’ between traditional competition models and social, 
fitness-based offerings.  This follows the example set by innovative 
community sports such as Park Run that have identified a market 
gap and responded to it.  

Australian Athletics embraces its obligation to foster environments 
that enable personal connections between its members.  The social 
stream offers an outlet or counterpoint to junior and even senior 
athletes when motivation for personal outcomes come under 

stress.  Many of the gains and refinements required in this space 
will come when the sport is unified. They will be further enhanced 
by collaborative strategies across the athletics community when all 
interests and views are reflected around the ideation table. 

Social Athletics 
For those contemplating leaving the sport or seeking more informal 
ways of participating, a social engagement might be appealing. A 
new ‘Social Product’ that is focused on providing youth with a socially 
connected experience while developing fitness and skills, means that 
competition might be a part of the delivery but not an outcome. This 
aligns with the Little Athletics observation that many of the athletes 
that continue between Under 15 to Under 16 do so because of the 
value they place in interpersonal connections and social activity.

Integration of technology and digital communities must be a part 
of the solution. Team members recruited to deliver and facilitate 
sessions must be of a style that connects with participants.  They 
must possess the skills to convey a positive experience.  Delivery 
parameters must have the flexibility to enable broad adoption, 
and ease adoption by centres and clubs. The brand and reputation 
of the product is of primary importance, as this drives decision 
making for the youth consumer.

2. The Roadmap to Success

LITTLE ATHLETICS YOUTH ATHLETICS SOCIAL ATHLETICS ATHLETICS

REFINE REFINE NEW REFINE

Grow Transition Retain Retain

Target	market: 5-12 years old

Objective:  Introduce children 
to the sport of athletics and 
fundamental movement in a 
fun and social environment.

Delivery Channels: 
Little Athletics Centres and 
Sporting Schools. 

Target	market:	13-16 years old

Objective:  Deliver an engaging 
competition environment 
for teenage athletes that 
eliminates the duplication 
of events in this age bracket 
and focuses on a positive 
experience.

Delivery Channels:
Little Athletics Centres, 
Athletics Clubs, Schools and 
Member Associations   

Target	market: 13-16 years old

Objective:  Through a 8-12 week 
program retain and acquire 
participants through catering to 
the biggest drivers of teenage 
sports participation: social and 
fitness motivations.

Delivery Channels:
Little Athletics Centres, 
Athletics clubs, Sporting 
Schools & casual coaches. 

Target	market: 17+ years old

Objective: Retain engaged 
athletes in weekly club-based 
competition, offering event 
specialisation opportunities

Delivery Channels:
Athletics clubs 
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An expanded volunteer workforce to support growth and delivery 
At present, athletics coach delivery in clubs and centres predominantly supports the people that already have a regular engagement with 
athletics. There is a need to reconsider the way that deliverers are recruited, trained, and deployed so they can reach a wider audience and 
improve the experience of this target group.

To ensure delivery of a high-quality program meeting consumer expectations, we must provide support to centres and clubs in the form of 
resources, equipment recommendations, and education.  This will incentivise adoption and drive quality across all channels.

Based on feedback, clubs and centres cannot rely on existing coaches to deliver new programs.  These valuable and heavily utilised 
volunteers are required to deliver core products.  Recruitment of a deliverer that can relate and connect with teenagers through social 
athletics (possibly University Students) presents as a potential model for success.

Targeted and readily accessible training solutions would provide a baseline level of qualification for deliverers.  This could be offered via an 
e-Learning solution that enabled the required growth. Deliverers would be provided a ‘Deliverer pack’ with equipment aligned to program 
activities.  They would be required to align with a quality assurance program with standard checklists for the running of sessions.

A centralised payment and registration system can be offered to ease the administrative burden for centres and a strong level of support 
marketing at the national and local level is required to encourage adoption.

Different approaches across key delivery channels 
Any new or refined offerings must be deliverable in traditional environments supported by infrastructure already in place. Little Athletics 
centres and senior clubs will be the primary delivery environments, with any refinements or adaptations tailored to the specific barriers and 
challenges they might face.

Schools that don’t traditionally target athletics present an opportunity for a Social Athletics offering.  This channel also offers revenue 
support through government funding and school investment. 

Professional and third-party deliverers can create commercial growth in the same way that HotShots has done for tennis coaches, in which 
they provide a packaged program ready-for-market. These commercial benefits would be realised by Australian Athletics.

LITTLE ATHLETICS CENTRE
Capturing those who have 
grown up at the Centre and 

looking for something different.

ATHLETICS CLUB
Providing a transition choice 
if leaving the LA Centre or an 
inviting entry level offering

SCHOOLS
In secondary schools where 
traditional athletics isn’t a 
priority or as an alternative 

offering

CASUAL DELIVERERS
Like tennis, golf and swimming 
this could provide a secondary 

revenue for private coaches 
through licensing

Powered by
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2. The Roadmap to Success

National marketing benefits 
The success of Youth Athletics and Social Athletics will be 
dependent on the ability of Australian Athletics to minimise clutter 
in the athletics marketplace, streamline branding, and create 
the necessary collaboration between programs, events, and 
competitions.  

A national brand, with a presence across the entire athletics 
community and reflected in other environments, will provide 
strong awareness in the youth market.  Failure to address branding 
issues will result in continued consumer confusion as to the role 
and interaction of programs and hinder commercial interest and 

investment.

To provide added value to each channel, Australian Athletics would 
support the Social Athletics brand with promotional activity and 
suitable marketing and communications strategies that drives 
awareness and equity. MAs would ‘own’ the participant and leverage 
the call-to-action activities of Australian Athletics. 

How do Member Associations and Australian 
Athletics begin to bring this to life? 
In partnership with the MAs a product development, testing, piloting 
and iteration process must commence. This will be backed by 
funding from Sport Australia which will support a dedicated team 
focussed on delivering new opportunities for the sport. 

FACT BASE
Background 
Information

PRODUCT 
ASSESSMENT

Key Deliverables 

CONSUMER & BRAND 
INSIGHTS
Testing & 

Development

COMMERCIAL 
ANALYSIS 

Key Deliverables  

• Briefings 
and business 
immersion

• Existing 
information 
review

• External 
stakeholder 
consultation

• Environmental 
Scan  

• Quantitative 
research

• Take up 
estimations

• Price elasticity 
analysis 

• Product Offering 
stakeholder 
workshops 

• Consumer &  
brand research

• Product & 
proposition 
testing 

• Internal 
Stakeholder 
consultation

• External 
stakeholder 
consultation  
(post research  
& findings)   

• Financial Modellin

• Membership 
and licensing 
opportunities 

• Viability & growth 
potential

• Partnership 
opportunities  

BRAND 
CONSIDERATIONS

Development Process

• Research Learnings
• Competitor Analysis

BRAND 
IMPLEMENTATION
Key Deliverables  

• Brand architecture
• Product Naming
• Product Brand 

marks
• Marketing & 

Communications 
strategy

• Ambassador 
program 

COMMERCIAL 
CONSIDERATIONS

Initial Considerations

• Business Model 
options

• Partner Potential
• Pricing
• Membership model

IMPLEMENTATION 
CONSIDERATIONS

Key Considerations

• Quality Assurance 
Program

• Child Protection 
Policies

• Workforce Training 
& Development 

• Delivery Channels 
• Systems & 

processes
• Digital Integration 

Strategy 

IMPLEMENTATION 
ROADMAP 

Key Deliverables

 Next Page

PRODUCT  
REFINEMENT

Continual 
iteration and 
refinement 

based on the 
consumer 

and 
stakeholder 
feedback

Development Phase:  
Product Offer Fundamentals

Implementation Phase:  
Viability & Execution
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An implementation roadmap for product delivery in athletics 

Horizon 1
Test

Horizon 2
Release

Horizon 3
Scale

Product • Localised Pilots (20 locations)

• Lesson plans finalised

• Evaluation

• Product refinement 

• Delivered Nationally  
(50+ locations)

• Feedback

• LA schools product Pilot

• Delivered Nationally  
(75+ locations) 

• Casual deliverer pilot

Workforce • Workforce recruitment drive

• Club/Centre induction program

• F2F upskilling for pilot

• E-learning module launch 

• Club/Centre Information packs

• MA Staff recruitment 

• Large scale workforce  
recruitment drive

• Branded apparel for deliverers

• Teacher ambassador  
program launch 

Branding 
and 
Promotion

• Pilot print marketing materials  

• Digital graphics 

• Targeted advertising 

• Digital marketing  
campaign launch

• Club/Centre Promo pack

• Recruitment of community 
ambassadors

• Sponsorship sourcing  
& integration

• Full marketing campaign launch

• Participant pack integrated

Digital • Registration form (MVP) 

• Launch of landing page

• Launch of website

• Launch of booking platform

• Payment gateway open

• Sponsor integration

• Data Analysis

• Wearables integration
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Australians have changed the way they consume sport and 
entertainment.  The rapid transformation in technology, increased 
access to both consumable and participation content, not to 
mention the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic, have permanently 
altered how sport is consumed.  As a result, the sports industry 
has been challenged by the need to move quickly to adapt how it 
presents and communicates its market offerings.  Innovation has 
been a key driver for fan engagement and commercial success. 
Sports must adapt and reimagine communication channels 
to remain relevant to participants and audiences, and to be 
competitive in the modern marketplace.  

In stark contrast to only 5 years ago, sporting and consumer 
brands are utilising multiple direct and indirect social and new 
media channel assets such as YouTube. Sport must adapt in 
ways that add value to brands looking for partnerships with 
sports.  This partnership creates opportunities for sport to have 
conversations with existing and potential future communities in 
more sophisticated ways. 

Bringing together Little Athletics and senior athletics into one 
united national body, the sport will connect to a much broader 
audience and convey the holistic outcomes of lifelong participation 
offered by athletics. A larger, more sophisticated platform will 
enable the sport to make genuine commitments to improving 
community outcomes . It will become an influential participant  
in addressing important societal issues such as equality and  
social justice.

Corporate Australia will continue to look to sports that can deliver 
top-to-bottom exposure for leveraged activities.  As evidenced by 
the 2020 Tokyo Olympics, athletes will be increasingly coveted as 
personal brands, while social media will allow athletes to leverage 
their popularity and increase their influence. Social media has 
provided sports like athletics an inexpensive and effective channel 
that is human based and democratic – everyone can be a part of 
the conversation. 

The Australian Athletics Strategic Plan 2022-2025 provides the 
base for the sport to focus and align and deliver the most critical 
elements in the first 12 to 18 months. To support this, a strategic 
marketing and communications plan will be critical to guiding our 
vision of becoming Australia’s most thriving community, with a 
purpose to connect Australians to athletics for life. 

Developing a Plan
A strategic marketing and communications plan is the foundation 
for all communications and marketing activities. The plan will 
identify priority communication objectives, audiences, and a 
framework for understanding and implementing the strategy. Only 
a whole-of-sport collaborative effort will increase the effectiveness 
and impact of communication activities and ensure the finite 
resources available for marketing and communication are 
applied to the right activities. A one-sport approach will eliminate 
disjointed, uncoordinated messaging and maximise the impact of 
every discrete communication.

Australian Athletics will establish a working group that includes 
a broad range of experienced members representing the national 
body and MAs responsible for drafting the plan. The following 
framework will guide the development of this plan:

• Conditions: Gather internal and external information to provide 
context to the plan including key data and insights into media, 
current marketing and communications activities and current 
industry trends.

• Marketing	and	Communications	Objectives: Describe what 
success looks like and the results the plan should deliver.

• Audiences: Confirm priority audiences. Identify all segments and 
insights that inform approach to those segments.

• Messages: Outline the messages that will resonate most with 
athletics audiences. Identify barriers and drivers for each 
segment. Agree on a call to action.

• Materials: Describe which tools will be the most effective in 
reaching these audiences.

• Pretesting: Understand which messages and materials resonate 
with athletics audiences before you finalise them.

• Channels: Determine the best ways to reach the identified 
audiences.

• Activities, Event/Competitions and Partnerships: Document the 
types of activities, events/competitions and partnerships that 
can be used to engage athletics audiences.

• Implementation: Confirm timelines and available resources 
including staffing, budget and platforms.

• Evaluation: Conduct reviews and evaluations of each activity 
and make changes to the plan as required.

The implementation of this plan in collaboration with the MAs will 
provide clear guidance to how athletics can progress from the 
current ‘passive’ connection to its community towards one that is 
rich, dynamic and creates greater benefits for all.

Marketing and 
Communications Roadmap
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If Australian Athletics is to become the national governing body 
for the whole of the sport in Australia, it must set standards for 
competition.  Australian Athletics is mindful that the catalyst for 
the founding of Little Athletics was intransigence on the part of 
traditional athletics to modify specifications that supported the 
participation of children.  As part of the unification, it is important 
that the traditions and strengths of sport delivery are protected.

The sport currently operates under two sets of standards, including 
age classifications and where this creates the most significant 
barriers are for those participants aged between 13 and 18, at a 
time when we know they are making decisions about their future in 
athletics and sport more broadly.  

This roadmap has been designed to identify the pain points and 
how they impact individuals. It suggests that any changes decided 
by Australian Athletics and the MAs must be implemented in 
a phased approach to minimise the impact the MAs and their 
athletes, centres, clubs, coaches, and officials . 

What are the specific challenges needed to 
be addressed? 
Through the consultation process the two areas identified by the 
sports experts, coaches and development officers across the sport, 
as requiring specific focus were the age groups and specifications 
systems overseen by the separate national bodies. The impact of 
these systems remaining separate is expressed as below. 

What are the objectives? 
The purpose of the Australian Athletics Age and Specifications 
Roadmap is to provide a strategy to achieve an aligned pathway 
across competitions at a national level for predominately U13-U18 
athletes that provides clarity uniformity and a level playing field  
for all. 

The roadmap seeks to create a set of specifications that align the 
system and provide a streamlined pathway for U13 – U18 athletes 
when competing at the national level. In support of proposed 
changes to specifications, Australian Athletics will release a draft 
proposal designed in consultation with MAs and other stakeholders. 
Through collaboration with the MAs, Australian Athletics will 
deliver a roadmap that phases-in several key strategies. Based on 
consultations to date, these strategies might include: 

1.   U5 to U15 (inclusive) remain in the same age group for their 
entire season.

2.   U16, as the transition age group, commences the summer 
season in U16 before progressing to the next age group as at 
Jan 1, to be consistent with World Athletics age groupings. 

3.   U6 to U13 (inclusive) participating under Australian Athletics – 
Little Athletics modified rules and specifications. 

4.   U14 to U18 (inclusive) participating under Australian Athletics 
aligned World Athletics rules and specifications. 

5.  Long Hurdle progression to be: 

a.   U13 & U14 – 200mH @ 5 flights 

b.   U15 & U16 – 300mH @ 7 flights 

c.   U17 & U18 – 400mH @ 10 flights 

6.   Australian Track and Field Championships to have a 2-year 
transition period enabling MAs, athletes, parents, coaches, and 
officials time to adjust. 

This transition would be supported by a 2-year rolling ‘National 
Calendar’ of events to assist with the planning of all stakeholders. 

National Competition, Age Groups, 
Specifications and Events Roadmap 

2. The Roadmap to Success

• Alignment of National Events and other competition 
opportunities.

• Increased demand on Athletes, Officials, Volunteers

• Confusion around pathways

• Inability to monitor progress depending on their rate of 
development.

• Different event specifications based on age groups not 
being aligned

• Confusion for athletes, coaches and officials for those 
competing as dual registered athletes and in the school 
system.

• Under the specific age at 31 December in the calendar 
year in which the summer season commenced

• As at 31 December in the calendar year in which the 
event takes place.

Decreased Efficiencies

Age Groups

Event Specification
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Featured below is a draft model that addresses the challenge of aligning age groups to meet the Little Athletics modified approach, 
balanced against the interests of athletes looking towards higher levels of competition. 

Demonstration of a proposed age group model taken as at September 2022 

BORN 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

JAN U15 U14 U13 U12 U11 U10 U9 U8 U7 U6 TT TT 

FEB U15 U14 U13 U12 U11 U10 U9 U8 U7 U6 TT TT 

MAR U15 U14 U13 U12 U11 U10 U9 U8 U7 U6 TT TT 

APR U15 U14 U13 U12 U11 U10 U9 U8 U7 U6 TT TT 

MAY U15 U14 U13 U12 U11 U10 U9 U8 U7 U6 TT TT 

JUN U15 U14 U13 U12 U11 U10 U9 U8 U7 U6 TT TT 

JUL U15 U14 U13 U12 U11 U10 U9 U8 U7 U6 TT TT 

AUG U15 U14 U13 U12 U11 U10 U9 U8 U7 U6 TT TT 

SEPT U15 U14 U13 U12 U11 U10 U9 U8 U7 U6 TT TT 

OCT U14 U13 U12 U11 U10 U9 U8 U7 U6 TT TT  

NOV U14 U13 U12 U11 U10 U9 U8 U7 U6 TT TT  

DEC U14 U13 U12 U10 U10 U9 U8 U7 U6 TT TT  

Year Born  As at 30 
September 

Age Group As at Jan 1  Age Group 

2006 2021 U16 2022 U17 

2005 2021 U17 2022 U18 

2004 2021 U18   
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How will a National Calendar be designed?
Under Australian Athletics is the clear benefit for the sport to create 
an aligned calendar of national level events particularly when 
planning for those age groups that will have the opportunity to 
compete at events with origins from both senior and Little Athletics. 
The calendar will meet a set of key principles to ensure its design is 
equitable and benefits athletes as the key stakeholder. 

Principles 
1.  Schedule events to best support athlete development and 

performance.  

2. Remove competition clutter from event schedules. 

3.  A calendar that allows and encourages MAs to plan, align and 
conduct their state events to remove selection and qualification 
issues. 

4. More efficient State and National resource utilisation. 

5.  Support for the High-Performance requirements for 
international qualification. 

6.  Create opportunities to develop events that provide 
entertainment and value for everyone.  

Athletics Event Strategy 
The key to delivering a successful event and competition portfolio 
will be the development of a robust strategy which has clear and 
measurable objectives delivering outcomes across the sport. The 
Athletics Event Strategy will be developed in partnership with MAs 
to ensure there is alignment, shared objectives and careful use of 
resources. 

Importantly the event strategy will ensure the sport understands 
the long-term costs and benefits of events to: 

1. Leverage stronger outcomes for the athletics community; and  

2.  Deliver a legacy for the sport in terms of growth in participation 
and commercial outcomes. 

Australian Track and Field and Little 
Athletics Championships
It is a core focus for Australian Athletics to provide athletes 
with appropriate and successful events across the sport and 
the most important of these are the Australian Track and Field 
Championships and the Little Athletics Australian Championships. 
From 2023 a combined national event will be conducted providing 
an opportunity for athletes in the Little Athletics program to 
compete in Australian Little Athletics Championships (ALAC) as 
well as Australian Track and Field Championships (ATFC) with clear 
guidelines and scheduling. 

Year 1 (2022): Two separate National Events 
ALAC - 2 age groups selected (U13 and U15) to compete 
in Australian Teams Championship (ATC) and Australian 
Combined Events Championships (ACEC).  AT&FC – Current 
age groups and structure.  

Year 2 (2023): One National Event 
ALAC Format – 1 age group selected (U13) to compete in 
Australian Teams Championship (ATC). Nationals Format 
would be for those athletes from U14 and up.

Australian Combined Events Championships 
In line with the AT&FC and ALAC, the ACEC (Multi’s) will be 
integrated for the 2023 summer season.  

Due to the size of these events and the specific event structure 
required, these Championships cannot be incorporated into the 
National Track & Field programme and therefore will be held on a 
separate weekend. In addition, holding this event separately to the 
individual championships takes into consideration athlete wellbeing 
by reducing the pressure to compete across too many events in one 
part of the season. 

Innovation in how we plan events 
Australian Athletics is committed to working with the MAs 
to continue to improve the way in which current events and 
competitions are staged while identifying key opportunities to 
innovate with events like an Australian Relay Championships. 

There is also room for innovation in the way technology supports 
events, event presentation and delivery, competitor, and fan 
experience and to ensure the events deliver on agreed objectives. 
It is important with the sporting landscape becoming more difficult 
to attract both participants and investors that the events chosen 
demonstrate elements of new thinking and innovative ways of 
addressing challenges which impede the sports ability to create 
sustainability.

2. The Roadmap to Success
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Once established, Australian Athletics will continue to go through 
a period of change. Central to these changes is the Strategic Plan 
2022-2025, which sets the direction for the sport over the next 
three years with a focus on alignment, capturing the collective 
value, and achieving growth. 

The need for sport to attract, professionally develop and provide 
holistic careers is essential to the prosperity and sustainability of 
the system. People with digital and user experience design skills 
will be central to rethinking how unique and inclusive experiences 
are designed for the broader community, while operating in an 
everchanging operating landscape. As we know sport in Australia, 
particularly athletics, could not exist at any level without the 
invaluable contribution of volunteers, therefore this strategy has a 
broader focus on the workforce.

Several challenges relating to people and culture need to be 
addressed for Australian Athletics to realise its vision. Current 
pressures on the LAA and AA workforce coupled with the COVID-19 
pandemic, working from home, and maintaining our workforce’s 
well-being are real and very present. 

Some of the challenges include: 

• Lack of dedicated HR resource

• Manual, reactive, and inconsistent HR practices  

• Increased demand for skills and talent in a competitive labour 
market (i.e., digital and user experience skills)

• Bringing together two separate organisations to deliver on the 
expanded remit and vision.

Our people vision 
Our vision is to ignite the potential of our people and harness the 
collective talents of our workforce towards our shared goals and 
make Australian Athletics a great place to work, building capability 
and supporting people throughout their careers. To do this, we will:

• Align and enhance maturing people practices 

• Attract, recruit, and cultivate the skills we to deliver on our 
strategy

• Embed a strong, inclusive and diverse culture 

The draft People Strategy serves as our blueprint to support people 
to achieve the Australian Athletics Strategic Outcomes. It identifies 
the priority areas we will focus on to streamline our HR practices, 
attract, and retain the skills for tomorrow, and strengthen our 
culture to foster inclusive, innovative, and unified behaviours. 

Consultation approach 
This draft people strategy has been informed by our strategic 
priorities, considering internal and external drivers and market 
forces for Australian Athletics. 

People and Culture Roadmap

2. The Roadmap to Success
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Vision Athletics to become Australia’s most thriving community

Purpose Connecting Australians to athletics for life

People Vision Ignite the potential of our people

What we  
will do

Align and enhance maturing people 
practices

Attract, recruit, and cultivate the 
skills we need for tomorrow 

Embed a strong and inclusive 
culture

Link to 
strategy

Well governed and managed sport 
that is a positive contributor to the 
sport

Involvement in athletics improves 
physical literacy levels of 
Australians

Athletics has more participants and 
our community that reflects the rich 
diversity of Australia

Priority areas 1.  We will deliver a contemporary 
structure to sustain Australian 
Athletics as a unified sport and 
effectively manage the people 
transition.

2.  We will implement Employment 
Hero and streamline basic 
practices such as: onboarding, 
recruitment, payroll, processes.

3.  We will refresh and modernise 
our people policies (and consider 
areas such as flexible and hybrid 
ways of working).

4.  We will prioritise the health, 
safety, and wellbeing initiatives 
to create a safe and supportive 
culture.

5.  We will work with the senior 
leadership team to recruit and 
develop the priority skills needed 
to deliver on our strategic plan 
(i.e., digital, coaching and 
officiating). 

6.  We will improve our approach to 
performance management to 
ensure we create an environment 
that promotes continuous 
learning and celebrates success.

7.  We will focus on improving our 
digital, data and analytics and 
innovation capability to ensure 
digital is part of our DNA. 

8.  We will co-design our cultural 
framework and develop a plan to 
operationalise and embed.

9.  We will strengthen our leadership 
and culture to foster open, 
shared, and inclusive leadership 
practices. 

10.  We will mobilise our Diversity, 
Equity and Inclusion Working 
Group and develop an 
improvement program to ensure 
diversity and inclusion is part of 
everything we do.

Measures 
(Measures will be 
confirmed	once	
benchmarking	
has been 
completed.)

• XX% increase in employee 
satisfaction by XX

• XX% increase in employee rated 
wellbeing 

• XX% of vacancies filled within the 
target time

• Increase recruitment, retention, 
and education of critical 
capabilities by XX%

• Employee satisfaction scores 
of XX% in terms of use of data 
and tech for decision making 
participant design and delivery 

• Increased diversity 
representation, and women in HP 
leadership by XX% XX

• XX %of target group members 
represented in the workforce

DRAFT People Strategy 2022-2025

Implementation and transition considerations
• Implementation of the people strategy assumes a dedicated people and culture specialist with change management experience 

to drive the identified people priorities. 

• Without a dedicated resource, there is a risk of ineffective integration of the new capabilities and the inadequate delivery of the 
strategic plan, resulting in continued misalignment of the leadership and workforce and erosion of market credibility.
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A preliminary design of the Australian Athletics functions
In preparation for the unification there has been a considerable effort in understanding the current functions of LAA and AA. Analysis of how 
a new organisation should impact the sport has been used to then build a functional design based on constraints, strategic objectives and 
desired practices. This design has then mapped out how Australian Athletics could interact with its various stakeholders, MA, leadership 
groups, committees and advisory groups many of which co-exist.

Australian Athletics Proposed Functional Design

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Deliver a contemporary model that includes digital transformation, flexible work conditions, virtual connections and agile ways of working

Operational model embeds parity of LAA and AA

Maintain the structure and operations of the current AA high performance department

Agree on and invest in sport wide strategic priorities

Remove duplication through organisational redesign

Collaboration is the cornerstone of the new operational model 

Demonstrate increased capability to leverage opportunity within the community participation space

Ensure organisation is able to maintain and improve on strong connections with Member Associations

Ensure the organisation is able to deliver greater capability than the current separate NSOs

Ensure current staff of both LAA and AA have the opportunity to continue working within the organisation

OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONS 

Function Responsibilities

Leadership Team Responsible through a CEO to the Board, the team will support the functions of the organisation and 
manage connections with member association senior leadership teams.

Business Operations Responsible for supporting the operations of the organisation and its delivery functions. The Corporate 
function should have the capability to assist in the change management process of the organisation as it 
transitions from two NSOs into Australian Athletics 

Growth and Development 
(Participation)

Responsible for national leadership of Little Athletics, working with the member associations to identify 
and maximise growth opportunities. Development of coaching and official’s pathways, execution of 
national events and administration of athletics in schools.

Responsible for the national implementation and ongoing leadership of the product portfolio (including 
transition products) and pathway refinement.

High Performance Responsible for the execution of the sport’s high-performance plan and all aspects related to the success 
of the Australian Athletics Team. The function will be connected to pathways and events where there are 
natural intersections for each.

2. The Roadmap to Success
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Australian Athletics Functional Design

Sport Integrity 
Australia

Athletes  
Commission

Voting 
Membership  
of Australian 

Athletics

Board of Directors

AusAths  
Leadership Team

Audit, Finance and Risk 
Committee

Nominations Committee

Ethics and Integrity 
Committee

People and Culture 
Committee

Coach and High 
Performance Advisory Group

Participation (inc. LA) 
Advisory Committee

One Athletics Transition 
Committee

National Leadership Team 
14 State and Territory CEOs 

plus AusAths Leadership Team

National Technical 
Advisory Group

National Coaching 
Advisory Group

National Officiating 
Advisory Group

Athlete 
Wellbeing, 
Engagement 
and  
Education

Para 
Program

Coaching 
and 
Performance 
(data 
analytics)

HP 
Operations

High Performance

People, 
Culture and 
Government 
Relations

Legal 
Compliance, 
Strategy 
and Risk

Finance, 
Admin and 
Technology

Commercial, 
Media and 
Marketing 
(including 
digital)

Business Operations

National 
Competition 
and Events 
(seniors 
and Little 
Athletics)

School 
Delivery

Coaching 
and 
Officiating

Inclusion 
and 
Diversity 

Participation 
(Little 
Athletics, 
recreational, 
infrastructure)

Product,  
Pathway & 
Systems 
Innovation 
and 
Design

Participation

State and Territory Member Association Teams

National Institute Network Partners Community Clubs and Centres
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3.
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On transition there will be increased demands on systems and people, to ensure that the important business as usual activities are not 
unduly impacted and the organisation can identify, treat and assess risk impacts.

The unification risks register has been developed to identify risks that may occur through the unification of LAA and AA Each risk has been 
identified, analysed and an approach has put in place to mitigate the severity and likelihood of each risk. This record will enable the unified 
organisation to proactively mitigate against potential risks or issues that may impact or reduce the realised benefits of the unification.

 Risk	 Risk Controls in place 
Residual 
risk 

Business 
Operations  

The transition Strategy 
2022-2025 is not fully 
supported by the State and 
Territory MA. High 

Co-design of the Athletics in Australia 2023-2032 Strategic Plan: On 
establishment of the new board and senior executive team, Australian 
Athletics will work with the MAs to build a strategic plan to inform future 
direction and investment in the sport through Australian Athletics. This 
plan, including critical milestones, actionable strategies and performance 
measures, will be completed within the	first	18	months	from commencement 
of the new entity.

Low 

Business 
Operations 

Impact of government 
restrictions in response to 
the pandemic  

High 

The sport has been impacted heavily at all levels since the outbreak of 
COVID-19. The contingency plans and accumulated learnings of LAA and 
AA will be adopted by Australian Athletics where continued interruption to 
competition, business and other activities occur. 

Medium 

Business 
Operations 

Impact of transition 
activities on the normal 
business activities of 
Australian Athletics 

High 

It is recognised that any change process of this scale has a significant 
impact on an organisation. Through clear transition planning, strengthened 
communication and engagement, adoption of improved systems and 
processes and continued monitoring and evaluation will inform and identify 
issues. 

Medium 

Business 
Operations 

Risk of co-location 
difficulties within LAA 
and AA - suitability of 
Melbourne facilities 

Medium 

An audit of infrastructure and early planning to prepare for the integration of 
LAA and AA personnel. 

Low 

Business 
Operations 

Year 1 progress does not 
meet the expectation 
of MAs and other 
stakeholders Medium 

MA engagement plan outlines the expected outcomes in addition to including 
opportunity for providing progress updates.  

Transition plan demonstrates expected outputs in year 1. 

Australian Athletics in line with the engagement plan will report regularly to 
MAs on specific progress of the transition and performance in the first year of 
operation. 

Low 

Business 
Operations 

Ability to demonstrate the 
establishment of the new 
entity has been beneficial 

High 
Transition plan demonstrates expected outputs in year 1. 

Marketing and communication road map established. 
Low 

3.  The Transition of Business

Australian Athletics –  
Unification Risks 
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 Risk	 Risk Controls in place 
Residual 
risk 

Governance  Governance of Australian 
Athletics does not reflect 
best practice governance 
standards 

Medium 

The initial establishment of the transition Board has made targeted efforts 
such as gender balance, leadership selection, skills appropriate appointments 
and others aligning the governance of Australian Athletics to best practice 
from its inception. 

Unification Assurance # 11: Achieve best practice in governance for 
Australian Athletics: To ensure the sports’ governing body has the best 
possible governance arrangements and behaviours, Australian Athletics will 
ensure compliance with Sport Australia Governance Principles within the first 
12 months.

Low 

Governance The single national body 
not accepting membership 
of one or more State and 
Territory bodies. 

Low

The constitution of Australian Athletics recognises and provides protections 
for those bodies who are identified as the recognised state and territory 
governing bodies at the time of establishing the company. 

Low 

Commercial National Commercial 
agreements impact 
negatively on existing 
agreements at the state 
level 

High 

Unification Assurance #10: Protection of MA sponsorship revenues: All 
current sponsorship arrangements at the MA level will remain in place. Within 
six months, Australian Athletics, in partnership with the MAs, will finalise 
the development of the Sport Commercial Agreement. This agreement will 
position all parties to the agreement to leverage interest from major brands to 
increase investment in athletics across all levels.

Low 

Affiliation States who do not support 
the unification opt to 
resign their membership. 

Medium 
Acknowledge and support the fact that every MA has a role to play, that 
Australian Athletics needs to listen and seek to understand the different 
perspectives and work to resolve any issues. 

Low 

Recognition Achieve recognition as 
the governing body for 
athletics in Australia from 
bodies such as World 
Athletics, AOC, PA, CGA 
and the Australian Sport 
Commission. 

Medium 

Unification Assurance # 13. Australian Athletics to be recognised as the 
peak body for Athletics: Recognition will be secured, prior to the vote by 
World Athletics, Australian Olympic Committee, Paralympics Australia, 
Commonwealth Games Australia, Sport Integrity Australia, Australian Sports 
Commission.

Low 

Delivery 
Support

Little Athletics identity 
diminished within 
athletics. 

Medium 

Unification Assurance #4, #5, #6 
Co-design of the Athletics in Australia 2023-2032 Strategic Plan: On 
establishment of the new board and senior executive team, Australian 
Athletics will work with the MAs to build a strategic plan to inform future 
direction and investment in the sport through Australian Athletics. This 
plan, including critical milestones, actionable strategies and performance 
measures, will be completed within the first 18 months from commencement 
of the new entity.

5. The philosophy of Little Athletics will be embedded within Australian 
Athletics: In the same way, this philosophy is currently embedded in LAA 
through its articulation of constitutional objectives and the aligned policies 
and standards Australian Athletics will, on commencement, have these as 
core guiding principles of the new entity.

6. The Little Athletics brand remains the lead junior athletics program in 
Australia: With more than 75,000 children participating the Little Athletics 
brand is central to the success of athletics. Australian Athletics will apply 
dedicated resources to impact on growth nationally of Little Athletics and 
supporting MAs to deliver this growth, including by making Little Athletics the 
product delivered in schools.

Low 

Membership Negative impact on Little 
Athletics membership 
growth due to a single 
national body. 

High 

Under Australian Athletics there will be no barrier to any age group participating 
at a Little Athletics Centre. The introduction of an aligned product portfolio will 
be designed to encourage the continued participation of teens with the goal of 
retaining their engagement through to early adulthood. 

Low 
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 Risk	 Risk Controls in place 
Residual 
risk 

Engagement Management of one 
national body engaging 
where two State and 
Territory bodies are in 
place 

Medium 

Unification Assurance #1  
Member Associations, clubs and centres will not be required to unify at the 
state and territory level: Australian Athletics will assist both unifying and 
continuing MAs to deliver athletics with full support from the national body 
without prejudice.

Unification Assurance #3  
Increased engagement between the senior leadership teams of Australian 
Athletics and MA: The new national body will increase its engagement 
with MAs establishing sustainable and robust working partnerships upon 
commencement. The Board of Australian Athletics also commits to a 
minimum of 6 meetings per year with the MAs to discuss critical decisions, 
report on performance and develop key strategic initiatives collaboratively.

Low 

Engagement COVID-19 Pandemic – 
Progress of priorities 
delayed or paused due 
to the inability to hold in-
person events / workshops 
/ AGMs. Communicating 
with stakeholders regularly 
and effectively. 

Medium 

Planning for all engagement to prepare for virtually.  All national event 
planning to include contingency plans. 

Medium 

Financial Perception that Little 
Athletics Junior fees will 
be redirected into High 
Performance 

High 

As demonstrated in the Financial Model HP expenses are covered entirely by 
Australian Athletics funding agreements with the AIS and other providers. 
A percentage of these grants are attributed to fund administrative function 
outside of HP which support the operations of the program such as senior 
executive, office accommodation and business equipment. 

Unification Assurance #7  
Revenue in the form of capitation from the MAs to Australian Athletics will 
not increase in the first 36 months: Work is being conducted to reduce 
the duplication for athletes who may be ‘dual registered’ to remove this 
requirement at a national level. During this period, all MAs will be engaged 
to co-design a sustainable investment model for the sport, considering 
commercial, alternative revenue sources and investment in innovation across 
the system. Within two years of the commencement, a sport growth and 
development investment model must be agreed to by Australian Athletics and 
its MA.

Low 

Financial Financial sustainability 
of two national bodies 
forming one entity 

Medium 

Both LAA and AA have conducted a full due diligence process engaging third 
parties to analyse the operations of the others company. The Financial Model 
demonstrates the ongoing viability of Australian Athletics as a single national 
body. 

Low 

Financial Unexpected additional 
costs of unification and 
establishment of new 
organisation 

Medium 

Utilising the learnings from sports such as Golf, Cycling, Sailing and others 
combined with the oversight and assistance from key stakeholders such 
as KPMG, Sport Australia, SIA, Landers and Rogers Australian Athletics has 
investigated all possible known risks. 

Low 

People and 
Culture

Regrettable loss of staff 
through the transition 
process of unification

High
Implementation of the People and Culture Road map providing clear 
process for the transition of people into Australian Athletics Low

Membership Potential for influence of 
MAs to be changed due 
to a larger number of 
registered members

Medium

Constitution demonstrates and protects the equal rights of both LAA and  
AA MAs Development of a MOU or Charter between Australian Athletics 
and MA Engagement Plan providing key engagement between Australian 
Athletics and MAs

Low

3.  The Transition of Business
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Australian Athletics  
Transition Plan 
Background 
Once Australian Athletics is established, key areas of work will 
be critical to support the transition of unification and ensure the 
entity is well set up and running in the first year of operations and 
achieving identified benefits. This is an opportunity to collaborate 
and create a shared vision for athletics in Australia while ensuring 
there is clear and consistent communication across all levels of  
the sport. 

Purpose 
The purpose of this plan is to outline a clear set of transitional 
activities for the new entity in its first year of operation. To ensure 
these key activities are achieved, this plan will be executed through 
ongoing engagement with MAs and other key stakeholders, as laid 
out in the Australian Athletics MA engagement plan.  

Transition Plan Activities
Phase 1: 2 months  
Australian Athletics Transition 
• Establishment of Australian Athletics 

• Establishment of Australian Athletics board committees 

• Approval of organisational policies 

• Transition of employees to Australian Athletics 

• Appointment of the CEO 

• Plan for migration of financials and staff to Australian Athletics 

• Transfer ownership of LAA and AA to Australian Athletics 

Strategic Initiatives 
• Digital Transformation– prepare a costed project plan 

• Product portfolio - Prepare scope for review of existing products 
and delivery models and commence project 

• National Competition Review – Prepare project scope for 
national competition (business case, structure, delivery)  

Business Improvement 
• Implement National insurance program 

• Completion of draft strategic plan 2022-2025 

• Draft FY2022/23 budget 

• ICT consolidation and forward planning 

Phase 2: 6 months  
Australian Athletics Transition 
• National commercial agreement and commercial value 

proposition established 

• Coaching – integrate LA into coach pathway 

• School program – Roll-out LA across the Sporting Schools 
System

• Manage financial transactions through separate general ledger, 
bank accounts and delegations and plan for move to single 
system under the Australian Athletics business 

Strategic Initiatives 
• Digital transformation – appoint project lead and commence 

project implementation 

• Product portfolio - appoint project lead and commence 
implementation  

• Competition review – appoint project lead and commence 
implementation 

Phase 3: 6 months  
Australian Athletics Transition 
• Application of Financial Model  

a.    Transition to Australian Athletics financial management 
system 

b.    Close off LAA and AA FY2021/22 financial year and complete 
audit LAA and AA 

• Re-engage and establish MOU between Australian Athletics  
and MAs 

• Re-engage with Australian Masters Athletics and other key 
stakeholders 

Strategic Initiatives 
• Physical Literacy – conduct audit of existing products against 

standards 

• Secure funding to complete community impact study 

• Digital Transformation - Ongoing delivery of project 

• Coaching – prepare project scope for completion of coaching 
pathway  

Business Improvement 
• Conduct audit of Australian Athletics governance against ASC 

governance standards 
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Australian Athletics –  
State and Territory Member 
Association Engagement Plan
January 2022 – December 2022

Once Australian Athletics is established, continued engagement 
and collaboration with State and Territory MAs is critical to 
achieving positive outcomes for the athletics community. This 
is an opportunity to work together to create a shared vision for 
athletics in Australia and ensure there is clear and consistent 
communication across all levels of the sport. 

Purpose 
The purpose of this plan is to outline a clear and agreed 
engagement strategy between Australian Athletics and MA.  

To ensure communication and collaboration across the sport is 
achieved this engagement plan provides a framework to achieve 
the following: 

• MAs have a clear understanding of the Australian Athletics Key 
Engagement dates. 

• Agreed communication channels between Australian Athletics and 
MAs.

• Create opportunities for MAs to collaborate with Australian 
Athletics and each other, where innovation, good practice and 
opportunities can be shared and supported. 

• An opportunity to provide professional development 
opportunities to national and MA staff.

• Identify opportunities and risks that may arise at all levels of the 
sport. 

Principles of engagement  
The following principles are intended to guide the nature of 
engagement between Australian Athletics and the MAs. Where 
relevant and appropriate, additional organisations and partners 
may be reflected in the plan.  

• Level of engagement reflects the agreed roles and 
responsibilities between Australian Athletics and MA.  

• Consultation occurs early and often.

• Where there are opportunities or risks that impact MAs they are 
mitigated.

• Ensure transparent engagement and communication occurs.  

• All planned engagement is responsive to unexpected 
interruptions.

• Engagement is aligned around key events or outputs.

• Engagement reflects opportunities for both information sharing 
and ideation. 

• Relationships are cultivated.

• An engagement system where sharing of ideas and approaches 
is constant and respected. 

• The diversity of approaches across Australia is acknowledged  
celebrated, and shared.  

• Continued clarity and alignment in the vision and collective 
direction.

Member Association Engagement Plan

Group Engagement Type Frequency 

State/Territory MAs with Australian Athletics (Chair/
presidents & CEOs) Including representatives of 
coaching, officiating and pathways (where applicable)  

Athletics Forum 

Sessions including: 
• Strategy 
• Product/pathway design 
• Insights/data 
• Professional development 

2 per year (biannual) F2F 

State/Territory MAs with Australian Athletics (CEOs) Australian Athletics CEO update 6 per year (bimonthly) - virtual 

Individual State and Territory MAs and Australian 
Athletics (CEOs) 

One on One discussions 4 per year (quarterly) – virtual (as a 
minimum) 

3.  The Transition of Business
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Proposed calendar of engagement
*Note: dates are draft (will be confirmed in line with Australian Athletics Board meeting dates) 

Month Meeting type Group Location 

24 January Australian Athletics Board meeting  Australian Athletics Board Virtual/F2F if permittable 

27 January Australian Athletics Finance, Audit and Risk 
meeting  

FAR Committee Virtual/F2F if permittable 

3 February Australian Athletics and MAs (CEOs) update State and Territory MAs with Australian Athletics (CEOs) Virtual 

14 - 19 
February 

Individual MA and Australian Athletics Senior 
Leadership Team discussions 

Individual State and Territory MA and Australian 
Athletics (CEOs) 

Virtual/F2F if permittable 

21 March Australian Athletics Board meeting  Australian Athletics Board Virtual/F2F if permittable 

23 March Australian Athletics Finance, audit, and risk 
meeting  

FAR Committee Virtual/F2F if permittable 

31st March Australian Athletics and MAs (CEOs) update State and Territory MAs with Australian Athletics (CEOs) Virtual 

15 – 17 April Proposed: Athletics Forum (including Coach, 
officiating and pathway forums) 

State and Territory MAs as a Collective with Australian 
Athletics (Chair/presidents & CEOs) 

Australian Athletics & State and Territory MAs Coach, 
official and pathway representatives

F2F

23 May Australian Athletics Board meeting  Australian Athletics Board Virtual/F2F if permittable 

25 May Australian Athletics Finance, Audit and risk 
meeting  

FAR Committee Virtual/F2F if permittable 

7 June Australian Athletics and MAs (CEOs) update State and Territory MAs with Australian Athletics (CEOs) Virtual 

15 – 19 June Individual MA and Australian Athletics Senior 
Leadership Team discussions 

Individual State and Territory MAs and Australian 
Athletics (CEOs) 

Virtual/F2F if permittable 

18 July Australian Athletics Board meeting  Australian Athletics Board Virtual/F2F if permittable 

20 July Australian Athletics Finance, Audit and risk 
meeting  

FAR Committee Virtual/F2F if permittable 

1 August Australian Athletics and MAs (CEOs) update State and Territory MAs with Australian Athletics (CEOs) Virtual 

15 – 16 August Proposed Athletics Forum (including Coach, 
officiating and pathway forums) 

State and Territory MAs as a Collective with Australian 
Athletics (Chair/presidents & CEOs) 

Australian Athletics & State and Territory MAs Coach, 
official and pathway representatives

F2F

19 September Australian Athletics Board meeting  Australian Athletics Board Virtual/F2F if permittable 

21 September Australian Athletics Finance, Audit and risk 
meeting  

FAR Committee Virtual/F2F if permittable 

3 October Australian Athletics and MAs (CEOs) update State and Territory MAs with Australian Athletics (CEOs) Virtual 

11 – 15 October Individual MA and Australian Athletics Senior 
Leadership Team discussions 

Individual State and Territory MA and Australian 
Athletics (CEOs) 

Virtual/F2F if permittable 

22 November Australian Athletics Board meeting  Australian Athletics Board Virtual/F2F if permittable 

24 November Australian Athletics and MAs (CEOs) update State and Territory MAs with Australian Athletics (CEOs) Virtual 




